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Figure 5: Regions of the (mA, tan �) plane excluded in a simplified MSSM model via fits to the measured
rates of Higgs boson production and decays. The likelihood contours where �2 ln⇤ = 6.0, corresponding
approximately to 95% CL (2�), are indicated for the data and expectation assuming the SM Higgs sector.
The light shaded and hashed regions indicate the observed and expected exclusions, respectively. The
SM decoupling limit is mA ! 1.

for 2  tan �  10, with the limit increasing to larger masses for tan � < 2. The observed limit is
stronger than expected since the measured rates in the h ! �� (expected to be dominated by a W boson
loop) and h ! ZZ⇤ ! 4` channels are higher than predicted by the SM, but the simplified MSSM
has a physical boundary V  1 so the vector boson coupling cannot be larger than the SM value. The
physical boundary is accounted for by computing the profile likelihood ratio with respect to the maximum
likelihood obtained within the physical region of the parameter space, mA >0 and tan � >0. The range
0 tan � 10 is shown as only that part of the parameter space was scanned in the present version of this
analysis. The compatible region extends to larger tan � values.

The results reported here pertain to the simplified MSSM model studied and are not fully general.
The MSSM includes other possibilities such as Higgs boson decays to supersymmetric particles, decays
of heavy Higgs bosons to lighter ones, and e↵ects from light supersymmetric particles [60] which are
not investigated here.

8 Higgs Portal to Dark Matter

Many “Higgs portal” models [14,34,61–65] introduce an additional weakly-interacting massive particle
(WIMP) as a dark matter candidate. It is assumed to interact very weakly with the SM particles, except
for the Higgs boson. In this study, the coupling of the Higgs boson to the WIMP is taken to be a free
parameter.

The upper limit on the branching ratio of the Higgs boson to invisible final states, BRi, is derived
using the combination of rate measurements from the h ! ��, h ! ZZ⇤ ! 4`, h ! WW⇤ ! `⌫`⌫,
h! ⌧⌧, and h! bb̄ channels, together with the measured upper limit on the rate of the Zh! ``+ Emiss

T
process. The couplings of the Higgs boson to massive particles other than the WIMP are assumed to be
equal to the SM predictions, allowing the corresponding partial decay widths and invisible decay width
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Figure 1. Singlet decoupled. Isolines of � (solid) and mH± (dashed). Left: hLHC > h3. Right:
hLHC < h3. The orange region is excluded at 95%C.L. by the experimental data for the signal
strengths of h1 = hLHC. The blue region is unphysical.
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All the equations in this section are valid in a generic NMSSM. Specific versions of it may
limit the range of the physical parameters mh1,2,3 ,mH± and ↵, �, � but cannot a↵ect any of
these equations.

3 Singlet decoupled

From Eqs. (2.10)-(2.12) and (2.6), sincemh1 is known,mh3 ,mH+ and the angle � are functions
of (tan �,�,�t). From our point of view the main motivation for considering the NMSSM
is in the possibility to account for the mass of hLHC with not too big values of the stop
masses. For this reason we take �t = 75 GeV, which can be obtained, e.g., for an average
stop mass of about 700 GeV. In turn, as it will be seen momentarily, the consistency of Eqs.
(2.10)-(2.12) requires not too small values of the coupling �. It turns out in fact that for
any value of �t . 85 GeV, the dependence on �t itself can be neglected, so that mh3 ,mH±

and � are determined by tan � and � only. For the same reason it is legitimate to neglect
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Higgs couplings probe many BSM scenarios, among  
which SUSY and Composite Higgs 

But at run-2,3,HL-LC progresses will be slow:

from CERN-CMS-NOTE-2012-006
Close to the threshold due to systematics
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LHC better than LEP on some EWPT par.?
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       and    : only affect pole residual, i.e., tot. X-sec. 
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       and    : produce constant terms.
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Oblique Parameters at the LHC
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Accurate experimental measurement: 

Oblique Parameters at the LHC
[Farina, Panico, Pappadopulo, Ruderman, Torre AW, 2016]

m`` d�
dm`` �stat �sys �tot �unc �1cor �2cor �3cor �4cor �5cor �6cor �7cor �8cor �9cor �10
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[GeV] [pb/GeV] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]
116–130 2.28 ⇥ 10�1 0.34 0.53 0.63 0.12 0.24 -0.01 0.08 -0.03 -0.03 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 -0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01 0.01 -0.00 0.01 -0.02 0.01 -0.02 -0.05 -0.31 0.15 0.18 0.03 -0.04 -0.01 -0.02 0.11 0.04 0.07 0.07 0.09 -0.05
130–150 1.04 ⇥ 10�1 0.44 0.67 0.80 0.13 0.38 -0.00 0.03 -0.05 -0.02 0.03 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 -0.00 -0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0.02 -0.01 0.01 0.08 -0.08 -0.38 0.10 0.15 0.04 -0.08 0.01 0.04 0.22 0.03 0.08 0.14 0.08 -0.07
150–175 4.98 ⇥ 10�2 0.57 0.91 1.08 0.18 0.56 0.01 -0.02 -0.05 -0.01 0.05 -0.03 0.00 0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.15 -0.10 -0.47 0.06 0.15 0.04 -0.12 -0.00 0.09 0.35 0.04 0.10 0.16 0.10 -0.09
175–200 2.54 ⇥ 10�2 0.81 1.18 1.43 0.25 0.74 -0.00 -0.06 -0.07 -0.01 0.06 -0.05 -0.01 -0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 -0.02 -0.03 -0.01 0.04 0.01 0.00 0.23 -0.11 -0.58 0.02 0.14 0.07 -0.12 -0.00 0.13 0.47 0.03 0.12 0.17 0.10 -0.12
200–230 1.37 ⇥ 10�2 1.02 1.42 1.75 0.32 0.89 0.02 -0.09 -0.06 -0.01 0.08 -0.05 -0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.00 -0.02 -0.04 -0.00 0.04 0.02 -0.00 0.29 -0.12 -0.67 -0.01 0.17 0.05 -0.16 0.02 0.16 0.58 0.05 0.16 0.21 0.16 -0.15
230–260 7.89 ⇥ 10�3 1.36 1.59 2.09 0.43 0.99 -0.01 -0.12 -0.08 0.00 0.07 -0.06 -0.01 0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.01 -0.00 -0.02 -0.04 0.00 0.05 0.03 -0.01 0.28 -0.11 -0.74 0.04 0.19 0.09 -0.14 -0.00 0.23 0.65 0.06 0.23 0.10 0.22 -0.18
260–300 4.43 ⇥ 10�3 1.58 1.67 2.30 0.46 1.06 0.02 -0.11 -0.05 0.01 0.12 -0.06 -0.00 0.01 0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.04 -0.06 0.01 0.07 0.04 0.00 0.35 -0.19 -0.73 0.00 0.17 0.05 -0.15 0.04 0.17 0.68 0.08 0.22 0.18 0.22 -0.19
300–380 1.87 ⇥ 10�3 1.73 1.80 2.50 0.56 1.12 -0.02 -0.11 -0.09 0.01 0.09 -0.07 -0.01 0.00 0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.01 -0.00 -0.03 -0.06 -0.00 0.06 0.01 -0.01 0.29 -0.18 -0.79 0.03 0.15 0.08 -0.13 -0.00 0.20 0.76 0.06 0.30 0.03 0.29 -0.20
380–500 6.20 ⇥ 10�4 2.42 1.71 2.96 0.63 1.03 0.00 -0.08 -0.10 0.04 0.14 -0.07 -0.00 0.01 0.01 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 0.00 -0.06 -0.08 0.01 0.08 0.01 0.02 0.30 -0.26 -0.69 0.09 0.20 0.05 -0.13 0.05 0.16 0.59 0.06 0.36 0.03 0.39 -0.25
500–700 1.53 ⇥ 10�4 3.65 1.68 4.02 0.57 0.87 -0.08 -0.06 -0.14 0.04 0.15 0.01 0.02 0.01 -0.00 -0.01 0.01 0.03 0.00 -0.05 -0.05 0.03 0.17 0.04 0.12 0.02 -0.21 -0.56 0.10 0.03 0.01 0.06 -0.15 0.06 0.38 0.13 0.96 -0.09 0.35 -0.18

700–1000 2.66 ⇥ 10�5 6.98 1.85 7.22 1.02 0.73 -0.09 0.04 -0.13 0.07 0.17 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 0.02 0.01 -0.07 -0.07 0.05 0.17 -0.01 0.14 -0.15 -0.26 -0.44 0.23 0.08 0.06 0.13 -0.09 0.02 0.17 0.19 1.00 -0.17 0.50 -0.17
1000–1500 2.66 ⇥ 10�6 17.05 2.95 17.31 2.26 0.71 0.04 0.16 -0.01 0.06 0.33 0.10 0.08 0.05 -0.04 -0.00 -0.00 -0.01 -0.01 -0.15 -0.14 0.02 0.22 -0.08 0.16 -0.10 -0.49 -0.32 0.21 0.23 0.08 -0.17 0.01 -0.34 0.28 0.32 1.21 -0.03 0.69 -0.35

Table 2: The combined Born-level single-di↵erential cross section d�
dm``

. The measurements are listed together with the statistical (�stat), systematic (�sys) and
total (�tot) uncertainties. In addition the contributions from the individual correlated (�1cor-�35

cor) and uncorrelated (�unc) systematic error sources are also provided.
The luminosity uncertainty of 1.9% is not shown and not included in the overall systematic and total uncertainties.
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Oblique Parameters at the LHC
[Farina, Panico, Pappadopulo, Ruderman, Torre AW, 2016]
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116–130 2.28 ⇥ 10�1 0.34 0.53 0.63 0.12 0.24 -0.01 0.08 -0.03 -0.03 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 -0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01 0.01 -0.00 0.01 -0.02 0.01 -0.02 -0.05 -0.31 0.15 0.18 0.03 -0.04 -0.01 -0.02 0.11 0.04 0.07 0.07 0.09 -0.05
130–150 1.04 ⇥ 10�1 0.44 0.67 0.80 0.13 0.38 -0.00 0.03 -0.05 -0.02 0.03 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 -0.00 -0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0.02 -0.01 0.01 0.08 -0.08 -0.38 0.10 0.15 0.04 -0.08 0.01 0.04 0.22 0.03 0.08 0.14 0.08 -0.07
150–175 4.98 ⇥ 10�2 0.57 0.91 1.08 0.18 0.56 0.01 -0.02 -0.05 -0.01 0.05 -0.03 0.00 0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.15 -0.10 -0.47 0.06 0.15 0.04 -0.12 -0.00 0.09 0.35 0.04 0.10 0.16 0.10 -0.09
175–200 2.54 ⇥ 10�2 0.81 1.18 1.43 0.25 0.74 -0.00 -0.06 -0.07 -0.01 0.06 -0.05 -0.01 -0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 -0.02 -0.03 -0.01 0.04 0.01 0.00 0.23 -0.11 -0.58 0.02 0.14 0.07 -0.12 -0.00 0.13 0.47 0.03 0.12 0.17 0.10 -0.12
200–230 1.37 ⇥ 10�2 1.02 1.42 1.75 0.32 0.89 0.02 -0.09 -0.06 -0.01 0.08 -0.05 -0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.00 -0.02 -0.04 -0.00 0.04 0.02 -0.00 0.29 -0.12 -0.67 -0.01 0.17 0.05 -0.16 0.02 0.16 0.58 0.05 0.16 0.21 0.16 -0.15
230–260 7.89 ⇥ 10�3 1.36 1.59 2.09 0.43 0.99 -0.01 -0.12 -0.08 0.00 0.07 -0.06 -0.01 0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.01 -0.00 -0.02 -0.04 0.00 0.05 0.03 -0.01 0.28 -0.11 -0.74 0.04 0.19 0.09 -0.14 -0.00 0.23 0.65 0.06 0.23 0.10 0.22 -0.18
260–300 4.43 ⇥ 10�3 1.58 1.67 2.30 0.46 1.06 0.02 -0.11 -0.05 0.01 0.12 -0.06 -0.00 0.01 0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.04 -0.06 0.01 0.07 0.04 0.00 0.35 -0.19 -0.73 0.00 0.17 0.05 -0.15 0.04 0.17 0.68 0.08 0.22 0.18 0.22 -0.19
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380–500 6.20 ⇥ 10�4 2.42 1.71 2.96 0.63 1.03 0.00 -0.08 -0.10 0.04 0.14 -0.07 -0.00 0.01 0.01 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 0.00 -0.06 -0.08 0.01 0.08 0.01 0.02 0.30 -0.26 -0.69 0.09 0.20 0.05 -0.13 0.05 0.16 0.59 0.06 0.36 0.03 0.39 -0.25
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Table 2: The combined Born-level single-di↵erential cross section d�
dm``

. The measurements are listed together with the statistical (�stat), systematic (�sys) and
total (�tot) uncertainties. In addition the contributions from the individual correlated (�1cor-�35

cor) and uncorrelated (�unc) systematic error sources are also provided.
The luminosity uncertainty of 1.9% is not shown and not included in the overall systematic and total uncertainties.
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Ingredients for the program to work:

~ 1 TeV measured at ~ 10%

Reach comparable with LEP ?



Accurate experimental measurement:   Syst. ~ 2%

Oblique Parameters at the LHC
[Farina, Panico, Pappadopulo, Ruderman, Torre AW, 2016]
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[GeV] [pb/GeV] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]
116–130 2.28 ⇥ 10�1 0.34 0.53 0.63 0.12 0.24 -0.01 0.08 -0.03 -0.03 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 -0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01 0.01 -0.00 0.01 -0.02 0.01 -0.02 -0.05 -0.31 0.15 0.18 0.03 -0.04 -0.01 -0.02 0.11 0.04 0.07 0.07 0.09 -0.05
130–150 1.04 ⇥ 10�1 0.44 0.67 0.80 0.13 0.38 -0.00 0.03 -0.05 -0.02 0.03 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 -0.00 -0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0.02 -0.01 0.01 0.08 -0.08 -0.38 0.10 0.15 0.04 -0.08 0.01 0.04 0.22 0.03 0.08 0.14 0.08 -0.07
150–175 4.98 ⇥ 10�2 0.57 0.91 1.08 0.18 0.56 0.01 -0.02 -0.05 -0.01 0.05 -0.03 0.00 0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.15 -0.10 -0.47 0.06 0.15 0.04 -0.12 -0.00 0.09 0.35 0.04 0.10 0.16 0.10 -0.09
175–200 2.54 ⇥ 10�2 0.81 1.18 1.43 0.25 0.74 -0.00 -0.06 -0.07 -0.01 0.06 -0.05 -0.01 -0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 -0.02 -0.03 -0.01 0.04 0.01 0.00 0.23 -0.11 -0.58 0.02 0.14 0.07 -0.12 -0.00 0.13 0.47 0.03 0.12 0.17 0.10 -0.12
200–230 1.37 ⇥ 10�2 1.02 1.42 1.75 0.32 0.89 0.02 -0.09 -0.06 -0.01 0.08 -0.05 -0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.00 -0.02 -0.04 -0.00 0.04 0.02 -0.00 0.29 -0.12 -0.67 -0.01 0.17 0.05 -0.16 0.02 0.16 0.58 0.05 0.16 0.21 0.16 -0.15
230–260 7.89 ⇥ 10�3 1.36 1.59 2.09 0.43 0.99 -0.01 -0.12 -0.08 0.00 0.07 -0.06 -0.01 0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.01 -0.00 -0.02 -0.04 0.00 0.05 0.03 -0.01 0.28 -0.11 -0.74 0.04 0.19 0.09 -0.14 -0.00 0.23 0.65 0.06 0.23 0.10 0.22 -0.18
260–300 4.43 ⇥ 10�3 1.58 1.67 2.30 0.46 1.06 0.02 -0.11 -0.05 0.01 0.12 -0.06 -0.00 0.01 0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.04 -0.06 0.01 0.07 0.04 0.00 0.35 -0.19 -0.73 0.00 0.17 0.05 -0.15 0.04 0.17 0.68 0.08 0.22 0.18 0.22 -0.19
300–380 1.87 ⇥ 10�3 1.73 1.80 2.50 0.56 1.12 -0.02 -0.11 -0.09 0.01 0.09 -0.07 -0.01 0.00 0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.01 -0.00 -0.03 -0.06 -0.00 0.06 0.01 -0.01 0.29 -0.18 -0.79 0.03 0.15 0.08 -0.13 -0.00 0.20 0.76 0.06 0.30 0.03 0.29 -0.20
380–500 6.20 ⇥ 10�4 2.42 1.71 2.96 0.63 1.03 0.00 -0.08 -0.10 0.04 0.14 -0.07 -0.00 0.01 0.01 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 0.00 -0.06 -0.08 0.01 0.08 0.01 0.02 0.30 -0.26 -0.69 0.09 0.20 0.05 -0.13 0.05 0.16 0.59 0.06 0.36 0.03 0.39 -0.25
500–700 1.53 ⇥ 10�4 3.65 1.68 4.02 0.57 0.87 -0.08 -0.06 -0.14 0.04 0.15 0.01 0.02 0.01 -0.00 -0.01 0.01 0.03 0.00 -0.05 -0.05 0.03 0.17 0.04 0.12 0.02 -0.21 -0.56 0.10 0.03 0.01 0.06 -0.15 0.06 0.38 0.13 0.96 -0.09 0.35 -0.18

700–1000 2.66 ⇥ 10�5 6.98 1.85 7.22 1.02 0.73 -0.09 0.04 -0.13 0.07 0.17 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 0.02 0.01 -0.07 -0.07 0.05 0.17 -0.01 0.14 -0.15 -0.26 -0.44 0.23 0.08 0.06 0.13 -0.09 0.02 0.17 0.19 1.00 -0.17 0.50 -0.17
1000–1500 2.66 ⇥ 10�6 17.05 2.95 17.31 2.26 0.71 0.04 0.16 -0.01 0.06 0.33 0.10 0.08 0.05 -0.04 -0.00 -0.00 -0.01 -0.01 -0.15 -0.14 0.02 0.22 -0.08 0.16 -0.10 -0.49 -0.32 0.21 0.23 0.08 -0.17 0.01 -0.34 0.28 0.32 1.21 -0.03 0.69 -0.35

Table 2: The combined Born-level single-di↵erential cross section d�
dm``

. The measurements are listed together with the statistical (�stat), systematic (�sys) and
total (�tot) uncertainties. In addition the contributions from the individual correlated (�1cor-�35

cor) and uncorrelated (�unc) systematic error sources are also provided.
The luminosity uncertainty of 1.9% is not shown and not included in the overall systematic and total uncertainties.
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Accurate experimental measurement:   Syst. ~ 2%

Oblique Parameters at the LHC
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Ingredients for the program to work:

Theory errors well under control:

• q-qbar PDF error < 10% below 3 (4) TeV @ run-1 (run-2) 

• NNLO QCD (FEWZ): < 1 % scale variation

• NLO EW known and under control

• photon PDF uncertainty safely small   [Manohar,Nason,Salam,Zanderighi, 2016]NNPDF @ 8 TeV NNPDF @ 13 TeV
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Oblique Parameters at the LHC
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Ingredients for the program to work:

Theory errors well under control:

• q-qbar PDF error < 10% below 3 (4) TeV @ run-1 (run-2) 

• NNLO QCD (FEWZ): < 1 % scale variation

• NLO EW known and under control

• photon PDF uncertainty safely small   [Manohar,Nason,Salam,Zanderighi, 2016]



Neutral DY @ run-1 is competitive with LEP

Oblique Parameters at the LHC
[Farina, Panico, Pappadopulo, Ruderman, Torre AW, 2016]



Neutral DY @ run-1 is competitive with LEP
Charged DY @ run-1 would surpass LEP

No measurement available, extrapolation 
assumes (conservative) 5% systematic 

Oblique Parameters at the LHC
[Farina, Panico, Pappadopulo, Ruderman, Torre AW, 2016]



Neutral DY @ run-1 is competitive with LEP
Charged DY @ run-1 would surpass LEP
Neut./Ch. DY @ run-2/3 is much better than LEP

Oblique Parameters at the LHC
[Farina, Panico, Pappadopulo, Ruderman, Torre AW, 2016]



Neutral DY @ run-1 is competitive with LEP

Oblique Parameters at the LHC

Charged DY @ run-1 would surpass LEP
Neut./Ch. DY @ run-2/3 is much better than LEP
Raising energy better than raising lumi (part.lumi boost)
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EFT Validity Check: Limit from scales (2-3 TeV) well below cutoff
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FIG. 3. Projected bounds as a function of a cuto↵ on the mass variable. The gray region corresponds to ⇤
cut

> ⇤
max

from
Eq. 2. Left: Bounds on W(with Y = 0) or Y(with W = 0) from neutral DY including only events with the dilepton invariant
mass smaller than ⇤

cut

. Right: Bounds on W from charged DY including only events with the lepton transverse mass smaller
than ⇤

cut

.

certainties down (2%) or up (10%) with respect to our
estimate (i.e., 5% for charged DY) is shown on the right
panel of Fig. 3.

The shape of the limit/reach contours in the W-Y
plane can be understood as follows. The interference
term in the partonic neutral DY cross section depends on
a q2-independent linear combination of W and Y, when
integrated over angles. The orthogonal combination is
only constrained when W and Y are large enough for
quadratic terms to be relevant. In view of the strong con-
straint expected on W from charged DY, this flat direc-
tion is irrelevant in practice. However, we note that the
flat direction can in principle be constrained with neutral
DY only, using angular information such as the energy
dependence of forward-backward asymmetries [35]. In
practice, this does not improve the 8TeV limits (due to
the dominance of the qLqR ! l�L l

+
R amplitude), but may

be significant at higher energies/luminosities. We leave a
full study of the power of angular distributions to future
work.

Beyond EFT’s.— When using EFTs to describe high
energy processes, one has to keep in mind that an EFT
provides an accurate description of the underlying new
physics only at energies below the new physics scale. The
latter scale is the EFT cuto↵ and it should be regarded
as a free parameter of the EFT [57]. A related concept
is that of “maximal cuto↵”, which is the maximal new
physics scale that can produce an EFT operator of a
given magnitude (e.g., a given value of W or Y). The
EFT limits become inconsistent if they come from ener-
gies above the cuto↵. This concept has been addressed
in DM EFT searches [57, 58] and electroweak EFT stud-
ies [59]. Depending on whether we consider new physics
that directly generates contact interactions (L0), or mod-
ifies the vacuum polarizations (L), the maximal cuto↵

estimate is,

⇤0 ⌘ 4⇡mW /g2

max(
p
W, t

p
Y)

, ⇤ ⌘ mW

max(
p
W,

p
Y)

< ⇤0 . (2)

The first estimate comes from demanding 2 ! 2 ampli-
tudes induced by L0 not to exceed the 16⇡2 perturbativity
bound, the second one from the validity of the deriva-
tive expansion, taking into account that L is a higher-
derivative correction to the (canonically normalized) vec-
tor boson kinetic terms. There is no contradiction in the
fact that the two pictures have di↵erent cuto↵s since L
and L0 are equivalent only if the d > 6 operators induced
by the field redefinition are negligible (as is the case when
q < ⇤).
In order to quantify the impact of the limited EFT va-

lidity, Fig. 3 shows how the reach deteriorates when only
data below the cuto↵ are employed.[60] If the resulting
curve stays below the maximal cuto↵ lines corresponding
to Eq. (2), as in our case, the EFT limit is self-consistent.
The right panel of Fig. 3 also shows how lowering the sys-
tematic uncertainties moves the limit curve far from the
maximal cuto↵ line. This allows to test EFTs with below
maximal cuto↵s.
Our results can be applied to various new physics sce-

narios. Higher derivative corrections to the SM gauge bo-
son kinetic terms directly test their compositeness above
a scale ⇤2 ⇡ mW /

p
W for the SU(2) gauge fields and

⇤1 ⇡ mW /
p
Y for the hypercharge. Our results imply

⇤2 & 4TeV from charged DY at 8TeV and (⇤2,⇤1) &
(6.5, 5)TeV from neutral DY with an LHC luminosity of
300 fb�1. Our bounds are also applicable to composite
Higgs with partial compositeness, in which elementary
W and B bosons mix with composite vector resonances.
Following the notation of Ref. [15], and using the results
of Ref. [61], we find that charged DY measurements pre-
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We show that high energy measurements of Drell-Yan at the LHC can serve as electroweak
precision tests. Dimension-6 operators, from the Standard Model E↵ective Field Theory, modify the
high energy behavior of electroweak gauge boson propagators. Existing measurements of the dilepton
invariant mass spectrum, from neutral current Drell-Yan at 8 TeV, have comparable sensitivity to
LEP. We propose measuring the transverse mass spectrum of charged current Drell-Yan, which can
surpass LEP already with 8 TeV data. The 13 TeV LHC will elevate electroweak tests to a new
precision frontier.

Introduction.— Hadron colliders are often viewed as
“discovery machines.” They have limited precision, due
to their messy QCD environments, but their high Cen-
ter of Mass (CoM) energies allow them to directly pro-
duce new, heavy, particles. Hadron colliders are of-
ten contrasted with less energetic lepton colliders, which
can reach high precision to indirectly probe new heavy
physics, as exemplified by LEP, which tested the elec-
troweak sector of the Standard Model (SM) with unprece-
dented per-mill accuracy [1].

The flaws in this argument are well known to practi-
tioners of E↵ective Field Theory (EFT). Probing heavy
new physics, described by a mass scale M , at energies
E ⌧ M , gives a correction to observables scaling as
(E/M)n, for some n � 0. For those observables with
n > 0, hadron colliders benefit from the high CoM en-
ergy [2–7]. Is the energy enhancement at hadron colliders
su�cient to beat the precision of lepton colliders?

We address this question within the SM EFT [8, 9].
We study the e↵ect of “universal” new physics [10–12] on
neutral and charged Drell-Yan (DY) [13] processes: pp !
`+`� and pp ! `⌫. Universal theories include scenarios
with new heavy vectors that mix with SM ones [14–19],
new electroweak charged particles [20], and electroweak
gauge boson compositeness [21]. The e↵ects of universal
new physics on the DY process can be parameterized
as modifications of electroweak gauge boson propagators
and encapsulated in the “oblique parameters” [22]. At
leading order in a derivative expansion they correspond
to Ŝ, T̂, W, and Y [10], which modify the �, Z, and W
propagators. The e↵ects of Ŝ and T̂ on DY processes do
not grow with energy, making it di�cult for the LHC to
surpass stringent constraints from LEP [1]. On the other

hand, W and Y, which are generated by the dimension-6
operators of table I, give rise to e↵ects that grow with
energy.

We find that neutral DY has comparable sensitivity
to W and Y as LEP, already at 8TeV. This sensitiv-
ity follows from the growth in energy, as well as the
percent-level precision achieved by LHC experiments [23–
29], Parton Distribution Function (PDF) determination,
and NNLO calculations [30–36]. We propose that the
LHC can carry out similar measurements in charged DY
(using the transverse mass spectrum), which with cur-
rent data is sensitive to W far beyond LEP. We project
the sensitivity of the 13 TeV LHC, and future hadron
colliders, and find spectacular reach to probe W and Y.
While we propose to use DY for electroweak preci-

sion tests, previous studies have shown DY can probe
4-fermion contact operators [37–44], the running of elec-
troweak gauge couplings [45, 46], and quantum e↵ects
from superpartners [47, 48].

universal form factor (L) contact operator (L0)

W � W

4m2
W
(D⇢W

a
µ⌫)

2 � g22W

2m2
W
JL

a
µJL

µ
a

Y � Y

4m2
W
(@⇢Bµ⌫)

2 � g21Y

2m2
W
JY µJY

µ

TABLE I. The parameters W and Y in their “universal” form
(left), and as products of currents related by the equation of
motion (right). We dropped corrections to trilinear gauge cou-
plings.

EWPT from DY.— The 4 parameters Ŝ, T̂, W, and Y
modify the SM neutral (�, Z) and charged (W±) vector
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Introduction.— Hadron colliders are often viewed as
“discovery machines.” They have limited precision, due
to their messy QCD environments, but their high Cen-
ter of Mass (CoM) energies allow them to directly pro-
duce new, heavy, particles. Hadron colliders are of-
ten contrasted with less energetic lepton colliders, which
can reach high precision to indirectly probe new heavy
physics, as exemplified by LEP, which tested the elec-
troweak sector of the Standard Model (SM) with unprece-
dented per-mill accuracy [1].

The flaws in this argument are well known to practi-
tioners of E↵ective Field Theory (EFT). Probing heavy
new physics, described by a mass scale M , at energies
E ⌧ M , gives a correction to observables scaling as
(E/M)n, for some n � 0. For those observables with
n > 0, hadron colliders benefit from the high CoM en-
ergy [2–7]. Is the energy enhancement at hadron colliders
su�cient to beat the precision of lepton colliders?

We address this question within the SM EFT [8, 9].
We study the e↵ect of “universal” new physics [10–12] on
neutral and charged Drell-Yan (DY) [13] processes: pp !
`+`� and pp ! `⌫. Universal theories include scenarios
with new heavy vectors that mix with SM ones [14–19],
new electroweak charged particles [20], and electroweak
gauge boson compositeness [21]. The e↵ects of universal
new physics on the DY process can be parameterized
as modifications of electroweak gauge boson propagators
and encapsulated in the “oblique parameters” [22]. At
leading order in a derivative expansion they correspond
to Ŝ, T̂, W, and Y [10], which modify the �, Z, and W
propagators. The e↵ects of Ŝ and T̂ on DY processes do
not grow with energy, making it di�cult for the LHC to
surpass stringent constraints from LEP [1]. On the other

hand, W and Y, which are generated by the dimension-6
operators of table I, give rise to e↵ects that grow with
energy.

We find that neutral DY has comparable sensitivity
to W and Y as LEP, already at 8TeV. This sensitiv-
ity follows from the growth in energy, as well as the
percent-level precision achieved by LHC experiments [23–
29], Parton Distribution Function (PDF) determination,
and NNLO calculations [30–36]. We propose that the
LHC can carry out similar measurements in charged DY
(using the transverse mass spectrum), which with cur-
rent data is sensitive to W far beyond LEP. We project
the sensitivity of the 13 TeV LHC, and future hadron
colliders, and find spectacular reach to probe W and Y.
While we propose to use DY for electroweak preci-

sion tests, previous studies have shown DY can probe
4-fermion contact operators [37–44], the running of elec-
troweak gauge couplings [45, 46], and quantum e↵ects
from superpartners [47, 48].

universal form factor (L) contact operator (L0)

W � W

4m2
W
(D⇢W

a
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2m2
W
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µJL
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Y � Y

4m2
W
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TABLE I. The parameters W and Y in their “universal” form
(left), and as products of currents related by the equation of
motion (right). We dropped corrections to trilinear gauge cou-
plings.

EWPT from DY.— The 4 parameters Ŝ, T̂, W, and Y
modify the SM neutral (�, Z) and charged (W±) vector
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EFT Validity Check: Limit from scales (2-3 TeV) well below cutoff
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FIG. 3. Projected bounds as a function of a cuto↵ on the mass variable. The gray region corresponds to ⇤
cut

> ⇤
max

from
Eq. 2. Left: Bounds on W(with Y = 0) or Y(with W = 0) from neutral DY including only events with the dilepton invariant
mass smaller than ⇤

cut

. Right: Bounds on W from charged DY including only events with the lepton transverse mass smaller
than ⇤

cut

.

certainties down (2%) or up (10%) with respect to our
estimate (i.e., 5% for charged DY) is shown on the right
panel of Fig. 3.

The shape of the limit/reach contours in the W-Y
plane can be understood as follows. The interference
term in the partonic neutral DY cross section depends on
a q2-independent linear combination of W and Y, when
integrated over angles. The orthogonal combination is
only constrained when W and Y are large enough for
quadratic terms to be relevant. In view of the strong con-
straint expected on W from charged DY, this flat direc-
tion is irrelevant in practice. However, we note that the
flat direction can in principle be constrained with neutral
DY only, using angular information such as the energy
dependence of forward-backward asymmetries [35]. In
practice, this does not improve the 8TeV limits (due to
the dominance of the qLqR ! l�L l

+
R amplitude), but may

be significant at higher energies/luminosities. We leave a
full study of the power of angular distributions to future
work.

Beyond EFT’s.— When using EFTs to describe high
energy processes, one has to keep in mind that an EFT
provides an accurate description of the underlying new
physics only at energies below the new physics scale. The
latter scale is the EFT cuto↵ and it should be regarded
as a free parameter of the EFT [57]. A related concept
is that of “maximal cuto↵”, which is the maximal new
physics scale that can produce an EFT operator of a
given magnitude (e.g., a given value of W or Y). The
EFT limits become inconsistent if they come from ener-
gies above the cuto↵. This concept has been addressed
in DM EFT searches [57, 58] and electroweak EFT stud-
ies [59]. Depending on whether we consider new physics
that directly generates contact interactions (L0), or mod-
ifies the vacuum polarizations (L), the maximal cuto↵

estimate is,

⇤0 ⌘ 4⇡mW /g2

max(
p
W, t

p
Y)

, ⇤ ⌘ mW

max(
p
W,

p
Y)

< ⇤0 . (2)

The first estimate comes from demanding 2 ! 2 ampli-
tudes induced by L0 not to exceed the 16⇡2 perturbativity
bound, the second one from the validity of the deriva-
tive expansion, taking into account that L is a higher-
derivative correction to the (canonically normalized) vec-
tor boson kinetic terms. There is no contradiction in the
fact that the two pictures have di↵erent cuto↵s since L
and L0 are equivalent only if the d > 6 operators induced
by the field redefinition are negligible (as is the case when
q < ⇤).
In order to quantify the impact of the limited EFT va-

lidity, Fig. 3 shows how the reach deteriorates when only
data below the cuto↵ are employed.[60] If the resulting
curve stays below the maximal cuto↵ lines corresponding
to Eq. (2), as in our case, the EFT limit is self-consistent.
The right panel of Fig. 3 also shows how lowering the sys-
tematic uncertainties moves the limit curve far from the
maximal cuto↵ line. This allows to test EFTs with below
maximal cuto↵s.
Our results can be applied to various new physics sce-

narios. Higher derivative corrections to the SM gauge bo-
son kinetic terms directly test their compositeness above
a scale ⇤2 ⇡ mW /

p
W for the SU(2) gauge fields and

⇤1 ⇡ mW /
p
Y for the hypercharge. Our results imply

⇤2 & 4TeV from charged DY at 8TeV and (⇤2,⇤1) &
(6.5, 5)TeV from neutral DY with an LHC luminosity of
300 fb�1. Our bounds are also applicable to composite
Higgs with partial compositeness, in which elementary
W and B bosons mix with composite vector resonances.
Following the notation of Ref. [15], and using the results
of Ref. [61], we find that charged DY measurements pre-
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Introduction.— Hadron colliders are often viewed as
“discovery machines.” They have limited precision, due
to their messy QCD environments, but their high Cen-
ter of Mass (CoM) energies allow them to directly pro-
duce new, heavy, particles. Hadron colliders are of-
ten contrasted with less energetic lepton colliders, which
can reach high precision to indirectly probe new heavy
physics, as exemplified by LEP, which tested the elec-
troweak sector of the Standard Model (SM) with unprece-
dented per-mill accuracy [1].

The flaws in this argument are well known to practi-
tioners of E↵ective Field Theory (EFT). Probing heavy
new physics, described by a mass scale M , at energies
E ⌧ M , gives a correction to observables scaling as
(E/M)n, for some n � 0. For those observables with
n > 0, hadron colliders benefit from the high CoM en-
ergy [2–7]. Is the energy enhancement at hadron colliders
su�cient to beat the precision of lepton colliders?

We address this question within the SM EFT [8, 9].
We study the e↵ect of “universal” new physics [10–12] on
neutral and charged Drell-Yan (DY) [13] processes: pp !
`+`� and pp ! `⌫. Universal theories include scenarios
with new heavy vectors that mix with SM ones [14–19],
new electroweak charged particles [20], and electroweak
gauge boson compositeness [21]. The e↵ects of universal
new physics on the DY process can be parameterized
as modifications of electroweak gauge boson propagators
and encapsulated in the “oblique parameters” [22]. At
leading order in a derivative expansion they correspond
to Ŝ, T̂, W, and Y [10], which modify the �, Z, and W
propagators. The e↵ects of Ŝ and T̂ on DY processes do
not grow with energy, making it di�cult for the LHC to
surpass stringent constraints from LEP [1]. On the other

hand, W and Y, which are generated by the dimension-6
operators of table I, give rise to e↵ects that grow with
energy.

We find that neutral DY has comparable sensitivity
to W and Y as LEP, already at 8TeV. This sensitiv-
ity follows from the growth in energy, as well as the
percent-level precision achieved by LHC experiments [23–
29], Parton Distribution Function (PDF) determination,
and NNLO calculations [30–36]. We propose that the
LHC can carry out similar measurements in charged DY
(using the transverse mass spectrum), which with cur-
rent data is sensitive to W far beyond LEP. We project
the sensitivity of the 13 TeV LHC, and future hadron
colliders, and find spectacular reach to probe W and Y.
While we propose to use DY for electroweak preci-

sion tests, previous studies have shown DY can probe
4-fermion contact operators [37–44], the running of elec-
troweak gauge couplings [45, 46], and quantum e↵ects
from superpartners [47, 48].

universal form factor (L) contact operator (L0)

W � W

4m2
W
(D⇢W

a
µ⌫)

2 � g22W

2m2
W
JL

a
µJL

µ
a

Y � Y

4m2
W
(@⇢Bµ⌫)

2 � g21Y

2m2
W
JY µJY

µ

TABLE I. The parameters W and Y in their “universal” form
(left), and as products of currents related by the equation of
motion (right). We dropped corrections to trilinear gauge cou-
plings.

EWPT from DY.— The 4 parameters Ŝ, T̂, W, and Y
modify the SM neutral (�, Z) and charged (W±) vector
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ter of Mass (CoM) energies allow them to directly pro-
duce new, heavy, particles. Hadron colliders are of-
ten contrasted with less energetic lepton colliders, which
can reach high precision to indirectly probe new heavy
physics, as exemplified by LEP, which tested the elec-
troweak sector of the Standard Model (SM) with unprece-
dented per-mill accuracy [1].

The flaws in this argument are well known to practi-
tioners of E↵ective Field Theory (EFT). Probing heavy
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E ⌧ M , gives a correction to observables scaling as
(E/M)n, for some n � 0. For those observables with
n > 0, hadron colliders benefit from the high CoM en-
ergy [2–7]. Is the energy enhancement at hadron colliders
su�cient to beat the precision of lepton colliders?

We address this question within the SM EFT [8, 9].
We study the e↵ect of “universal” new physics [10–12] on
neutral and charged Drell-Yan (DY) [13] processes: pp !
`+`� and pp ! `⌫. Universal theories include scenarios
with new heavy vectors that mix with SM ones [14–19],
new electroweak charged particles [20], and electroweak
gauge boson compositeness [21]. The e↵ects of universal
new physics on the DY process can be parameterized
as modifications of electroweak gauge boson propagators
and encapsulated in the “oblique parameters” [22]. At
leading order in a derivative expansion they correspond
to Ŝ, T̂, W, and Y [10], which modify the �, Z, and W
propagators. The e↵ects of Ŝ and T̂ on DY processes do
not grow with energy, making it di�cult for the LHC to
surpass stringent constraints from LEP [1]. On the other

hand, W and Y, which are generated by the dimension-6
operators of table I, give rise to e↵ects that grow with
energy.

We find that neutral DY has comparable sensitivity
to W and Y as LEP, already at 8TeV. This sensitiv-
ity follows from the growth in energy, as well as the
percent-level precision achieved by LHC experiments [23–
29], Parton Distribution Function (PDF) determination,
and NNLO calculations [30–36]. We propose that the
LHC can carry out similar measurements in charged DY
(using the transverse mass spectrum), which with cur-
rent data is sensitive to W far beyond LEP. We project
the sensitivity of the 13 TeV LHC, and future hadron
colliders, and find spectacular reach to probe W and Y.
While we propose to use DY for electroweak preci-

sion tests, previous studies have shown DY can probe
4-fermion contact operators [37–44], the running of elec-
troweak gauge couplings [45, 46], and quantum e↵ects
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FIG. 3. Projected bounds as a function of a cuto↵ on the mass variable. The gray region corresponds to ⇤
cut

> ⇤
max

from
Eq. 2. Left: Bounds on W(with Y = 0) or Y(with W = 0) from neutral DY including only events with the dilepton invariant
mass smaller than ⇤

cut

. Right: Bounds on W from charged DY including only events with the lepton transverse mass smaller
than ⇤

cut

.

certainties down (2%) or up (10%) with respect to our
estimate (i.e., 5% for charged DY) is shown on the right
panel of Fig. 3.

The shape of the limit/reach contours in the W-Y
plane can be understood as follows. The interference
term in the partonic neutral DY cross section depends on
a q2-independent linear combination of W and Y, when
integrated over angles. The orthogonal combination is
only constrained when W and Y are large enough for
quadratic terms to be relevant. In view of the strong con-
straint expected on W from charged DY, this flat direc-
tion is irrelevant in practice. However, we note that the
flat direction can in principle be constrained with neutral
DY only, using angular information such as the energy
dependence of forward-backward asymmetries [35]. In
practice, this does not improve the 8TeV limits (due to
the dominance of the qLqR ! l�L l

+
R amplitude), but may

be significant at higher energies/luminosities. We leave a
full study of the power of angular distributions to future
work.

Beyond EFT’s.— When using EFTs to describe high
energy processes, one has to keep in mind that an EFT
provides an accurate description of the underlying new
physics only at energies below the new physics scale. The
latter scale is the EFT cuto↵ and it should be regarded
as a free parameter of the EFT [57]. A related concept
is that of “maximal cuto↵”, which is the maximal new
physics scale that can produce an EFT operator of a
given magnitude (e.g., a given value of W or Y). The
EFT limits become inconsistent if they come from ener-
gies above the cuto↵. This concept has been addressed
in DM EFT searches [57, 58] and electroweak EFT stud-
ies [59]. Depending on whether we consider new physics
that directly generates contact interactions (L0), or mod-
ifies the vacuum polarizations (L), the maximal cuto↵

estimate is,

⇤0 ⌘ 4⇡mW /g2

max(
p
W, t

p
Y)

, ⇤ ⌘ mW

max(
p
W,

p
Y)

< ⇤0 . (2)

The first estimate comes from demanding 2 ! 2 ampli-
tudes induced by L0 not to exceed the 16⇡2 perturbativity
bound, the second one from the validity of the deriva-
tive expansion, taking into account that L is a higher-
derivative correction to the (canonically normalized) vec-
tor boson kinetic terms. There is no contradiction in the
fact that the two pictures have di↵erent cuto↵s since L
and L0 are equivalent only if the d > 6 operators induced
by the field redefinition are negligible (as is the case when
q < ⇤).
In order to quantify the impact of the limited EFT va-

lidity, Fig. 3 shows how the reach deteriorates when only
data below the cuto↵ are employed.[60] If the resulting
curve stays below the maximal cuto↵ lines corresponding
to Eq. (2), as in our case, the EFT limit is self-consistent.
The right panel of Fig. 3 also shows how lowering the sys-
tematic uncertainties moves the limit curve far from the
maximal cuto↵ line. This allows to test EFTs with below
maximal cuto↵s.
Our results can be applied to various new physics sce-

narios. Higher derivative corrections to the SM gauge bo-
son kinetic terms directly test their compositeness above
a scale ⇤2 ⇡ mW /

p
W for the SU(2) gauge fields and

⇤1 ⇡ mW /
p
Y for the hypercharge. Our results imply

⇤2 & 4TeV from charged DY at 8TeV and (⇤2,⇤1) &
(6.5, 5)TeV from neutral DY with an LHC luminosity of
300 fb�1. Our bounds are also applicable to composite
Higgs with partial compositeness, in which elementary
W and B bosons mix with composite vector resonances.
Following the notation of Ref. [15], and using the results
of Ref. [61], we find that charged DY measurements pre-

Mass limit competitive or stronger than direct searches for small-coupling 
SILH realisation or for W-compositeness “remedios’’ power-counting
More model-independent limits, better from “exploration” view-point.
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Introduction.— Hadron colliders are often viewed as
“discovery machines.” They have limited precision, due
to their messy QCD environments, but their high Cen-
ter of Mass (CoM) energies allow them to directly pro-
duce new, heavy, particles. Hadron colliders are of-
ten contrasted with less energetic lepton colliders, which
can reach high precision to indirectly probe new heavy
physics, as exemplified by LEP, which tested the elec-
troweak sector of the Standard Model (SM) with unprece-
dented per-mill accuracy [1].

The flaws in this argument are well known to practi-
tioners of E↵ective Field Theory (EFT). Probing heavy
new physics, described by a mass scale M , at energies
E ⌧ M , gives a correction to observables scaling as
(E/M)n, for some n � 0. For those observables with
n > 0, hadron colliders benefit from the high CoM en-
ergy [2–7]. Is the energy enhancement at hadron colliders
su�cient to beat the precision of lepton colliders?

We address this question within the SM EFT [8, 9].
We study the e↵ect of “universal” new physics [10–12] on
neutral and charged Drell-Yan (DY) [13] processes: pp !
`+`� and pp ! `⌫. Universal theories include scenarios
with new heavy vectors that mix with SM ones [14–19],
new electroweak charged particles [20], and electroweak
gauge boson compositeness [21]. The e↵ects of universal
new physics on the DY process can be parameterized
as modifications of electroweak gauge boson propagators
and encapsulated in the “oblique parameters” [22]. At
leading order in a derivative expansion they correspond
to Ŝ, T̂, W, and Y [10], which modify the �, Z, and W
propagators. The e↵ects of Ŝ and T̂ on DY processes do
not grow with energy, making it di�cult for the LHC to
surpass stringent constraints from LEP [1]. On the other

hand, W and Y, which are generated by the dimension-6
operators of table I, give rise to e↵ects that grow with
energy.

We find that neutral DY has comparable sensitivity
to W and Y as LEP, already at 8TeV. This sensitiv-
ity follows from the growth in energy, as well as the
percent-level precision achieved by LHC experiments [23–
29], Parton Distribution Function (PDF) determination,
and NNLO calculations [30–36]. We propose that the
LHC can carry out similar measurements in charged DY
(using the transverse mass spectrum), which with cur-
rent data is sensitive to W far beyond LEP. We project
the sensitivity of the 13 TeV LHC, and future hadron
colliders, and find spectacular reach to probe W and Y.
While we propose to use DY for electroweak preci-

sion tests, previous studies have shown DY can probe
4-fermion contact operators [37–44], the running of elec-
troweak gauge couplings [45, 46], and quantum e↵ects
from superpartners [47, 48].

universal form factor (L) contact operator (L0)
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TABLE I. The parameters W and Y in their “universal” form
(left), and as products of currents related by the equation of
motion (right). We dropped corrections to trilinear gauge cou-
plings.

EWPT from DY.— The 4 parameters Ŝ, T̂, W, and Y
modify the SM neutral (�, Z) and charged (W±) vector
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Introduction.— Hadron colliders are often viewed as
“discovery machines.” They have limited precision, due
to their messy QCD environments, but their high Cen-
ter of Mass (CoM) energies allow them to directly pro-
duce new, heavy, particles. Hadron colliders are of-
ten contrasted with less energetic lepton colliders, which
can reach high precision to indirectly probe new heavy
physics, as exemplified by LEP, which tested the elec-
troweak sector of the Standard Model (SM) with unprece-
dented per-mill accuracy [1].

The flaws in this argument are well known to practi-
tioners of E↵ective Field Theory (EFT). Probing heavy
new physics, described by a mass scale M , at energies
E ⌧ M , gives a correction to observables scaling as
(E/M)n, for some n � 0. For those observables with
n > 0, hadron colliders benefit from the high CoM en-
ergy [2–7]. Is the energy enhancement at hadron colliders
su�cient to beat the precision of lepton colliders?

We address this question within the SM EFT [8, 9].
We study the e↵ect of “universal” new physics [10–12] on
neutral and charged Drell-Yan (DY) [13] processes: pp !
`+`� and pp ! `⌫. Universal theories include scenarios
with new heavy vectors that mix with SM ones [14–19],
new electroweak charged particles [20], and electroweak
gauge boson compositeness [21]. The e↵ects of universal
new physics on the DY process can be parameterized
as modifications of electroweak gauge boson propagators
and encapsulated in the “oblique parameters” [22]. At
leading order in a derivative expansion they correspond
to Ŝ, T̂, W, and Y [10], which modify the �, Z, and W
propagators. The e↵ects of Ŝ and T̂ on DY processes do
not grow with energy, making it di�cult for the LHC to
surpass stringent constraints from LEP [1]. On the other

hand, W and Y, which are generated by the dimension-6
operators of table I, give rise to e↵ects that grow with
energy.

We find that neutral DY has comparable sensitivity
to W and Y as LEP, already at 8TeV. This sensitiv-
ity follows from the growth in energy, as well as the
percent-level precision achieved by LHC experiments [23–
29], Parton Distribution Function (PDF) determination,
and NNLO calculations [30–36]. We propose that the
LHC can carry out similar measurements in charged DY
(using the transverse mass spectrum), which with cur-
rent data is sensitive to W far beyond LEP. We project
the sensitivity of the 13 TeV LHC, and future hadron
colliders, and find spectacular reach to probe W and Y.
While we propose to use DY for electroweak preci-

sion tests, previous studies have shown DY can probe
4-fermion contact operators [37–44], the running of elec-
troweak gauge couplings [45, 46], and quantum e↵ects
from superpartners [47, 48].
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Introduction.— Hadron colliders are often viewed as
“discovery machines.” They have limited precision, due
to their messy QCD environments, but their high Cen-
ter of Mass (CoM) energies allow them to directly pro-
duce new, heavy, particles. Hadron colliders are of-
ten contrasted with less energetic lepton colliders, which
can reach high precision to indirectly probe new heavy
physics, as exemplified by LEP, which tested the elec-
troweak sector of the Standard Model (SM) with unprece-
dented per-mill accuracy [1].

The flaws in this argument are well known to practi-
tioners of E↵ective Field Theory (EFT). Probing heavy
new physics, described by a mass scale M , at energies
E ⌧ M , gives a correction to observables scaling as
(E/M)n, for some n � 0. For those observables with
n > 0, hadron colliders benefit from the high CoM en-
ergy [2–7]. Is the energy enhancement at hadron colliders
su�cient to beat the precision of lepton colliders?

We address this question within the SM EFT [8, 9].
We study the e↵ect of “universal” new physics [10–12] on
neutral and charged Drell-Yan (DY) [13] processes: pp !
`+`� and pp ! `⌫. Universal theories include scenarios
with new heavy vectors that mix with SM ones [14–19],
new electroweak charged particles [20], and electroweak
gauge boson compositeness [21]. The e↵ects of universal
new physics on the DY process can be parameterized
as modifications of electroweak gauge boson propagators
and encapsulated in the “oblique parameters” [22]. At
leading order in a derivative expansion they correspond
to Ŝ, T̂, W, and Y [10], which modify the �, Z, and W
propagators. The e↵ects of Ŝ and T̂ on DY processes do
not grow with energy, making it di�cult for the LHC to
surpass stringent constraints from LEP [1]. On the other

hand, W and Y, which are generated by the dimension-6
operators of table I, give rise to e↵ects that grow with
energy.

We find that neutral DY has comparable sensitivity
to W and Y as LEP, already at 8TeV. This sensitiv-
ity follows from the growth in energy, as well as the
percent-level precision achieved by LHC experiments [23–
29], Parton Distribution Function (PDF) determination,
and NNLO calculations [30–36]. We propose that the
LHC can carry out similar measurements in charged DY
(using the transverse mass spectrum), which with cur-
rent data is sensitive to W far beyond LEP. We project
the sensitivity of the 13 TeV LHC, and future hadron
colliders, and find spectacular reach to probe W and Y.
While we propose to use DY for electroweak preci-

sion tests, previous studies have shown DY can probe
4-fermion contact operators [37–44], the running of elec-
troweak gauge couplings [45, 46], and quantum e↵ects
from superpartners [47, 48].

universal form factor (L) contact operator (L0)

W � W

4m2
W
(D⇢W

a
µ⌫)

2 � g22W

2m2
W
JL

a
µJL

µ
a

Y � Y

4m2
W
(@⇢Bµ⌫)

2 � g21Y

2m2
W
JY µJY

µ

TABLE I. The parameters W and Y in their “universal” form
(left), and as products of currents related by the equation of
motion (right). We dropped corrections to trilinear gauge cou-
plings.

EWPT from DY.— The 4 parameters Ŝ, T̂, W, and Y
modify the SM neutral (�, Z) and charged (W±) vector
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propagators. The e↵ects of Ŝ and T̂ on DY processes do
not grow with energy, making it di�cult for the LHC to
surpass stringent constraints from LEP [1]. On the other

hand, W and Y, which are generated by the dimension-6
operators of table I, give rise to e↵ects that grow with
energy.

We find that neutral DY has comparable sensitivity
to W and Y as LEP, already at 8TeV. This sensitiv-
ity follows from the growth in energy, as well as the
percent-level precision achieved by LHC experiments [23–
29], Parton Distribution Function (PDF) determination,
and NNLO calculations [30–36]. We propose that the
LHC can carry out similar measurements in charged DY
(using the transverse mass spectrum), which with cur-
rent data is sensitive to W far beyond LEP. We project
the sensitivity of the 13 TeV LHC, and future hadron
colliders, and find spectacular reach to probe W and Y.
While we propose to use DY for electroweak preci-

sion tests, previous studies have shown DY can probe
4-fermion contact operators [37–44], the running of elec-
troweak gauge couplings [45, 46], and quantum e↵ects
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W/Y limits easily evaded by strongly-coupled SILH:

⇠ g2W
g2⇤
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⇤



Longitudinal DiBosons
[Franceschini, Panico, Pomarol, Riva, AW, to appear]

OW = ig
2

⇣

H†�a
$
DµH

⌘

D⌫W a
µ⌫

OB = ig0

2

⇣

H†
$
DµH

⌘

@⌫Bµ⌫

OHW = ig(DµH)†�a(D⌫H)W a
µ⌫

OHB = ig0(DµH)†(D⌫H)Bµ⌫

O2W = �1
2
(DµW a

µ⌫)
2

O2B = �1
2
(@µBµ⌫)2

Table 3: Operators relevant for the high-energy diboson production qq̄ ! WLVL, VLh in uni-

versal theories (in the SILH basis [6]).

These relations can also be written using a more familiar parametrization of Universal The-

ories, based on the Ŝ, T̂ , W and Y parameters (we follow the notation of Ref. [7]) and triple

gauge couplings (TGC), �gZ1 and ��, as defined in Eq. (6). 4 We have

a(3)q = � g2⇤2

4m2
W

�

c2✓W �gZ1 +W
�

, a(1)q =
g2⇤2

12m2
W

t2✓W

⇣

bS � �� + c2✓W �gZ1 � Y
⌘

. (9)

These relations can be useful in order to compare bounds on HEP from LHC with those from

other experiments such as LEP.

2.1 Estimate of diboson channels sensitivity

In this section we estimate the sensitivity to Æe↵ects, from diboson channels WH, ZH, WW

and WZ. For technical reasons, our analysis is made in terms of the operator OHW discussed

above; as shown in table ?? this is equivalent to most of the Æparameters at high-energy, but

it might di↵er at small energy. Since our study is dominated by the high-energy region we

believe the impact of this will be small.

(I’d pharese everything in terms of the Æparameters now)

For this purpose a simple binned analysis in the pT of the bosons is used. We use four

bins, namely (in GeV)5

[200, 400] , [400, 600] , [600, 1000] , [1000, 2000] . (10)

The signal and background cross sections are given in table 4. For the WH analysis we

used the results of ref. [?], which performs a study by using jet substructure techniques to

reconstruct the Higgs boson decay products (H ! bb̄). In this paper estimates of the signal

4Notice that out of the 6 coe�cients of the operators of Table 3, only 5 linear combinations can be tested in
non-Higgs physics, as the linear combination OW �OB�OHW +OHB can be rewritten as |H|2(W 2

µ⌫�B2
µ⌫)/4

that, on the Higgs VEV, only give an unphysical renormalization of the gauge couplings [8]. This direction is
in particular highly constrained by h ! ��, �Z.

5In the WH and ZH channels the number of events in the last bin is negligible, so we ignore this bin in
the analysis.
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Introduction.— Hadron colliders are often viewed as
“discovery machines.” They have limited precision, due
to their messy QCD environments, but their high Cen-
ter of Mass (CoM) energies allow them to directly pro-
duce new, heavy, particles. Hadron colliders are of-
ten contrasted with less energetic lepton colliders, which
can reach high precision to indirectly probe new heavy
physics, as exemplified by LEP, which tested the elec-
troweak sector of the Standard Model (SM) with unprece-
dented per-mill accuracy [1].

The flaws in this argument are well known to practi-
tioners of E↵ective Field Theory (EFT). Probing heavy
new physics, described by a mass scale M , at energies
E ⌧ M , gives a correction to observables scaling as
(E/M)n, for some n � 0. For those observables with
n > 0, hadron colliders benefit from the high CoM en-
ergy [2–7]. Is the energy enhancement at hadron colliders
su�cient to beat the precision of lepton colliders?

We address this question within the SM EFT [8, 9].
We study the e↵ect of “universal” new physics [10–12] on
neutral and charged Drell-Yan (DY) [13] processes: pp !
`+`� and pp ! `⌫. Universal theories include scenarios
with new heavy vectors that mix with SM ones [14–19],
new electroweak charged particles [20], and electroweak
gauge boson compositeness [21]. The e↵ects of universal
new physics on the DY process can be parameterized
as modifications of electroweak gauge boson propagators
and encapsulated in the “oblique parameters” [22]. At
leading order in a derivative expansion they correspond
to Ŝ, T̂, W, and Y [10], which modify the �, Z, and W
propagators. The e↵ects of Ŝ and T̂ on DY processes do
not grow with energy, making it di�cult for the LHC to
surpass stringent constraints from LEP [1]. On the other

hand, W and Y, which are generated by the dimension-6
operators of table I, give rise to e↵ects that grow with
energy.

We find that neutral DY has comparable sensitivity
to W and Y as LEP, already at 8TeV. This sensitiv-
ity follows from the growth in energy, as well as the
percent-level precision achieved by LHC experiments [23–
29], Parton Distribution Function (PDF) determination,
and NNLO calculations [30–36]. We propose that the
LHC can carry out similar measurements in charged DY
(using the transverse mass spectrum), which with cur-
rent data is sensitive to W far beyond LEP. We project
the sensitivity of the 13 TeV LHC, and future hadron
colliders, and find spectacular reach to probe W and Y.
While we propose to use DY for electroweak preci-

sion tests, previous studies have shown DY can probe
4-fermion contact operators [37–44], the running of elec-
troweak gauge couplings [45, 46], and quantum e↵ects
from superpartners [47, 48].

universal form factor (L) contact operator (L0)
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W
(@⇢Bµ⌫)
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2m2
W
JY µJY

µ

TABLE I. The parameters W and Y in their “universal” form
(left), and as products of currents related by the equation of
motion (right). We dropped corrections to trilinear gauge cou-
plings.

EWPT from DY.— The 4 parameters Ŝ, T̂, W, and Y
modify the SM neutral (�, Z) and charged (W±) vector
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to Ŝ, T̂, W, and Y [10], which modify the �, Z, and W
propagators. The e↵ects of Ŝ and T̂ on DY processes do
not grow with energy, making it di�cult for the LHC to
surpass stringent constraints from LEP [1]. On the other

hand, W and Y, which are generated by the dimension-6
operators of table I, give rise to e↵ects that grow with
energy.

We find that neutral DY has comparable sensitivity
to W and Y as LEP, already at 8TeV. This sensitiv-
ity follows from the growth in energy, as well as the
percent-level precision achieved by LHC experiments [23–
29], Parton Distribution Function (PDF) determination,
and NNLO calculations [30–36]. We propose that the
LHC can carry out similar measurements in charged DY
(using the transverse mass spectrum), which with cur-
rent data is sensitive to W far beyond LEP. We project
the sensitivity of the 13 TeV LHC, and future hadron
colliders, and find spectacular reach to probe W and Y.
While we propose to use DY for electroweak preci-

sion tests, previous studies have shown DY can probe
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W/Y limits easily evaded by strongly-coupled SILH:
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· 1
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⇤

Some un-suppressed operators:                (SILH-basis coefficient)

O(3)
L = (Q̄L�a�µQL)(iH†�a

$
DµH)

OL = (Q̄L�µQL)(iH†
$
DµH)

Ou
R = (ūR�µuR)(iH†

$
DµH)

Od
R = (d̄R�µdR)(iH†

$
DµH)

Table 1: Dimension-six operators in the Warsaw basis [3] relevant for the high-energy longi-

tudinal diboson production qq̄ ! WLVL, VLh that interfere with the SM.

shortness. The dependence on ✓ (and on �) is fixed by angular momentum conservation, as

a simple application of the Jacob-Wick formula [12] to the case J = 1, �in,1 � �in,2 = ±1 and

�fin,1 � �fin,2 = 0.

Eq. (3) shows that at the leading order in the SM EFT expansion each diboson process

is sensitive at high energy to a single constant new-physics parameter A��0

q0±q⌥
, which can be

taken real since its imaginary part does not interfere with the SM. The SM symmetry group,

which is restored in the high-energy limit, as previously explained, implies several relations

among these parameters, namely

AW+W�
u+u� = AZh

u+u� = au , AW+W�

d+d�
= AZh

d+d�
= ad ,

AW+W�
u�u+

= AZh
d�d+

= a(1)q + a(3)q , AW+W�

d�d+
= AZh

u�u+
= a(1)q � a(3)q

AhW+

u+d�
= AZW+

u+d�
= AhW�

d+u�
= �AZW�

d+u�
=

p
2a(3)q (4)

where au, ad, a(1)q and a(3)q are the coe�cients of the decomposition of the amplitude in

GSM-invariant tensors, which we work out in Appendix A. In au, ad, a
(1)
q the incoming (and

outgoing) states form an SU(2)L singlet, while in a(3)q they form a triplet. The four quantities

au, ad, a
(1)
q and a(3)q define our high-energy primaries (HEP). These parametrize all possible

BSM e↵ects that can interfere with the SM at O(E2/⇤2) in diboson production at high-energy.

Our above analysis show that there must be four dimension-six operators associated to our

four HEP. These are given in Table 1 in the particular Warsaw basis [3]. They correspond to

contact interaction between quarks and scalars (Goldstones or Higgs). Other dimension-six

operators a↵ecting the SM gauge propagators or triple gauge coupling (diagram fig. XX) that

make the WLVL, VLh production grow at O(E2/⇤2), as for example those in Table 3, can be

eliminated using field redefinitions, leaving only those of Table 1. The relation between our

HEP and the Wilson coe�cients of the operators of Table 1 is one to one. In particular we

have

au = cuR , ad = cdR , c(1)L = a(1)q , c(3)L = a(3)q . (5)

It can be more convenient, in order to compare with low-energy experiments, to relate the HEP

to deviations in SM couplings. These relations are possible when restricting to dimension-six

operators. Following the parametrization of Ref. [4], we find that the relevant couplings for

6
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⇤

SILH basis Warsaw basis
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Table 3: Operators relevant for the high-energy diboson production qq̄ ! WLVL, VLh in uni-

versal theories (in the SILH basis [6]).

These relations can also be written using a more familiar parametrization of Universal The-

ories, based on the Ŝ, T̂ , W and Y parameters (we follow the notation of Ref. [7]) and triple

gauge couplings (TGC), �gZ1 and ��, as defined in Eq. (6). 4 We have
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. (9)

These relations can be useful in order to compare bounds on HEP from LHC with those from

other experiments such as LEP.

2.1 Estimate of diboson channels sensitivity

In this section we estimate the sensitivity to Æe↵ects, from diboson channels WH, ZH, WW

and WZ. For technical reasons, our analysis is made in terms of the operator OHW discussed

above; as shown in table ?? this is equivalent to most of the Æparameters at high-energy, but

it might di↵er at small energy. Since our study is dominated by the high-energy region we

believe the impact of this will be small.

(I’d pharese everything in terms of the Æparameters now)

For this purpose a simple binned analysis in the pT of the bosons is used. We use four

bins, namely (in GeV)5

[200, 400] , [400, 600] , [600, 1000] , [1000, 2000] . (10)

The signal and background cross sections are given in table 4. For the WH analysis we

used the results of ref. [?], which performs a study by using jet substructure techniques to

reconstruct the Higgs boson decay products (H ! bb̄). In this paper estimates of the signal

4Notice that out of the 6 coe�cients of the operators of Table 3, only 5 linear combinations can be tested in
non-Higgs physics, as the linear combination OW �OB�OHW +OHB can be rewritten as |H|2(W 2

µ⌫�B2
µ⌫)/4

that, on the Higgs VEV, only give an unphysical renormalization of the gauge couplings [8]. This direction is
in particular highly constrained by h ! ��, �Z.

5In the WH and ZH channels the number of events in the last bin is negligible, so we ignore this bin in
the analysis.
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Introduction.— Hadron colliders are often viewed as
“discovery machines.” They have limited precision, due
to their messy QCD environments, but their high Cen-
ter of Mass (CoM) energies allow them to directly pro-
duce new, heavy, particles. Hadron colliders are of-
ten contrasted with less energetic lepton colliders, which
can reach high precision to indirectly probe new heavy
physics, as exemplified by LEP, which tested the elec-
troweak sector of the Standard Model (SM) with unprece-
dented per-mill accuracy [1].

The flaws in this argument are well known to practi-
tioners of E↵ective Field Theory (EFT). Probing heavy
new physics, described by a mass scale M , at energies
E ⌧ M , gives a correction to observables scaling as
(E/M)n, for some n � 0. For those observables with
n > 0, hadron colliders benefit from the high CoM en-
ergy [2–7]. Is the energy enhancement at hadron colliders
su�cient to beat the precision of lepton colliders?

We address this question within the SM EFT [8, 9].
We study the e↵ect of “universal” new physics [10–12] on
neutral and charged Drell-Yan (DY) [13] processes: pp !
`+`� and pp ! `⌫. Universal theories include scenarios
with new heavy vectors that mix with SM ones [14–19],
new electroweak charged particles [20], and electroweak
gauge boson compositeness [21]. The e↵ects of universal
new physics on the DY process can be parameterized
as modifications of electroweak gauge boson propagators
and encapsulated in the “oblique parameters” [22]. At
leading order in a derivative expansion they correspond
to Ŝ, T̂, W, and Y [10], which modify the �, Z, and W
propagators. The e↵ects of Ŝ and T̂ on DY processes do
not grow with energy, making it di�cult for the LHC to
surpass stringent constraints from LEP [1]. On the other

hand, W and Y, which are generated by the dimension-6
operators of table I, give rise to e↵ects that grow with
energy.

We find that neutral DY has comparable sensitivity
to W and Y as LEP, already at 8TeV. This sensitiv-
ity follows from the growth in energy, as well as the
percent-level precision achieved by LHC experiments [23–
29], Parton Distribution Function (PDF) determination,
and NNLO calculations [30–36]. We propose that the
LHC can carry out similar measurements in charged DY
(using the transverse mass spectrum), which with cur-
rent data is sensitive to W far beyond LEP. We project
the sensitivity of the 13 TeV LHC, and future hadron
colliders, and find spectacular reach to probe W and Y.
While we propose to use DY for electroweak preci-

sion tests, previous studies have shown DY can probe
4-fermion contact operators [37–44], the running of elec-
troweak gauge couplings [45, 46], and quantum e↵ects
from superpartners [47, 48].

universal form factor (L) contact operator (L0)

W � W

4m2
W
(D⇢W

a
µ⌫)

2 � g22W

2m2
W
JL

a
µJL

µ
a

Y � Y

4m2
W
(@⇢Bµ⌫)

2 � g21Y

2m2
W
JY µJY

µ

TABLE I. The parameters W and Y in their “universal” form
(left), and as products of currents related by the equation of
motion (right). We dropped corrections to trilinear gauge cou-
plings.

EWPT from DY.— The 4 parameters Ŝ, T̂, W, and Y
modify the SM neutral (�, Z) and charged (W±) vector
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W/Y limits easily evaded by strongly-coupled SILH:

⇠ g2W
g2⇤

· 1

m2
⇤

O(3)
L = (Q̄L�a�µQL)(iH†�a

$
DµH)

OL = (Q̄L�µQL)(iH†
$
DµH)

Ou
R = (ūR�µuR)(iH†

$
DµH)

Od
R = (d̄R�µdR)(iH†

$
DµH)

Table 1: Dimension-six operators in the Warsaw basis [3] relevant for the high-energy longi-

tudinal diboson production qq̄ ! WLVL, VLh that interfere with the SM.

shortness. The dependence on ✓ (and on �) is fixed by angular momentum conservation, as

a simple application of the Jacob-Wick formula [12] to the case J = 1, �in,1 � �in,2 = ±1 and

�fin,1 � �fin,2 = 0.

Eq. (3) shows that at the leading order in the SM EFT expansion each diboson process

is sensitive at high energy to a single constant new-physics parameter A��0

q0±q⌥
, which can be

taken real since its imaginary part does not interfere with the SM. The SM symmetry group,

which is restored in the high-energy limit, as previously explained, implies several relations

among these parameters, namely

AW+W�
u+u� = AZh

u+u� = au , AW+W�

d+d�
= AZh

d+d�
= ad ,

AW+W�
u�u+

= AZh
d�d+

= a(1)q + a(3)q , AW+W�

d�d+
= AZh

u�u+
= a(1)q � a(3)q

AhW+

u+d�
= AZW+

u+d�
= AhW�

d+u�
= �AZW�

d+u�
=

p
2a(3)q (4)

where au, ad, a(1)q and a(3)q are the coe�cients of the decomposition of the amplitude in

GSM-invariant tensors, which we work out in Appendix A. In au, ad, a
(1)
q the incoming (and

outgoing) states form an SU(2)L singlet, while in a(3)q they form a triplet. The four quantities

au, ad, a
(1)
q and a(3)q define our high-energy primaries (HEP). These parametrize all possible

BSM e↵ects that can interfere with the SM at O(E2/⇤2) in diboson production at high-energy.

Our above analysis show that there must be four dimension-six operators associated to our

four HEP. These are given in Table 1 in the particular Warsaw basis [3]. They correspond to

contact interaction between quarks and scalars (Goldstones or Higgs). Other dimension-six

operators a↵ecting the SM gauge propagators or triple gauge coupling (diagram fig. XX) that

make the WLVL, VLh production grow at O(E2/⇤2), as for example those in Table 3, can be

eliminated using field redefinitions, leaving only those of Table 1. The relation between our

HEP and the Wilson coe�cients of the operators of Table 1 is one to one. In particular we

have

au = cuR , ad = cdR , c(1)L = a(1)q , c(3)L = a(3)q . (5)

It can be more convenient, in order to compare with low-energy experiments, to relate the HEP

to deviations in SM couplings. These relations are possible when restricting to dimension-six

operators. Following the parametrization of Ref. [4], we find that the relevant couplings for
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Growing-with-energy longitudinal diboson and boson plus Higgs prod.
Valid channels for energy and accuracy frontier exploration ?

Some un-suppressed operators:                (SILH-basis coefficient)⇠ 1/m2
⇤



Longitudinal DiBosons
[Franceschini, Panico, Pomarol, Riva, AW, to appear]

GSM restoration implies relations among H and VL high-energy production

Equivalence Theorem makes such relations evident:  [see also AW, 2014]

5 Conclusions

A Amplitude decomposition

The particles involved in high-energy diboson production are the quarks and anti-quarks

doublets and singlets and the Higgs doublet, which groups together the Higgs particles and the

Goldstone boson states |w±i and |zi associated with longitudinally polarised vector bosons.

In terms of physical particles, the Higgs doublet particle multiplet |�ii and the anti-particle

one |�ii reads

|�ii =
2

4

|w+i
1p
2
(|hi � |zi)

3

5

i

2 21/2 , |�ii =
2

4

�|w�i
1p
2
(|hi+ |zi)

3

5

i

2 2�1/2 , (28)

while for the quark anti-quark multiplets we have

|q�ii =
 |u�i
|d�i

�

i

2 21/6 , |u+i 2 12/3 , |d+i 2 1�1/3 ,

|q+ii =
 |u+i
|d+i

�

i

2 2�1/6 , |u�i 2 1�2/3 , |d�i 2 11/3 .

(29)

Eq. 28 requires some clarification. It is obtained from the standard expression for the Higgs

doublet field � = (�i'+, (h + i'0)/
p
2) by quantising the Goldstone fields using a cre-

ation/annihilation operators decomposition that contains unconventional i factors. Equiv-

alently, it can be obtained from the standard decomposition by reabsorbing a �i factor in the

Goldstone particles states. This automatically keeps track of the �i factor that appears in

the Equivalence Theorem relation [10, 11] among longitudinal vectors and Goldstone boson

external states.

Scattering amplitudes involving these particles as external states transform as tensors

under the GSM group, and the GSM invariance of theory ensures that they must be invariant

tensors. The tensor structure is particularly simple for u+u� and d+d� initial states since

only two indices are those from the Higgs doublets, namely the amplitudes have the form

(Au)
j
i = h�i �

j|T |u+u�i , (Ad)
j
i = h�i �

j|T |d+d�i , (30)

where T denotes the T -matrix. There is of course only one invariant tensor with one 2 and

one 2 index, namely �ij, therefore

(Au)
j
i = au�

j
i , (Ad)

j
i = ad�

j
i . (31)

The case of q�q+ initial state is a bit more complicated because the amplitude has 4 indices

(Aq)
jl
ik = h�i �

j|T |(q�)k(q+)li . (32)
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Figure 1: Feynman rules for longitudinally polarized incoming W ’s. The standard rule
is depicted on the upper part, while the lower one shows how it gets modified in the
Equivalent Gauge.

standard definition of the state (31) to the one of the Equivalent Gauge in eq. (32).

Obviously this change will not a↵ect the final result provided we compute physical

quantities, i.e. the matrix elements of gauge-invariant operators. To derive the rule,

let us write down the matrix elements of the fields among the vacuum and the single

particle states. Focusing on the bosonic sector we have

h0|W
µ

(x)|w
h

(p)i = ✏

h

µ

(p) e

�ipx

,

h0|W
µ

(x)|s(p)i = � ✏

s

µ

(p) e

�ipx

,

h0|⇡(x)|g(p)i = e

�ipx

,

(33)

where the negative sign in the scalar state matrix element is due to its negative norm.

Now, imagine computing the matrix element of some time-ordered product of fields

with one |W
L

i as incoming external particle. With the standard definition of eq. (31),

the incoming |W
L

i can be annihilated only by the action of the W

µ

field operator,

and therefore its Feynman rule is depicted as in the upper part of Figure 1, with one

external gauge field line entering into the diagram. When W

µ

annihilates the state, it

leaves behind, in the momentum space, a wave-function factor

✏

0
µ

(p) =
1

m

⇢

|p|, �Ep

|p|p
�

. (34)

Instead, consider the Equivalent Gauge definition of |W
L

i in eq. (32). In this case

the incoming state can be annihilated by two di↵erent fields. Either by W

µ

, which can

annihilate |w0i or |si, or by the Goldstone boson field ⇡, which annihilates the Goldstone
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2) by quantising the Goldstone fields using a cre-

ation/annihilation operators decomposition that contains unconventional i factors. Equiv-

alently, it can be obtained from the standard decomposition by reabsorbing a �i factor in the

Goldstone particles states. This automatically keeps track of the �i factor that appears in
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external states.

Scattering amplitudes involving these particles as external states transform as tensors

under the GSM group, and the GSM invariance of theory ensures that they must be invariant

tensors. The tensor structure is particularly simple for u+u� and d+d� initial states since
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                                                                 [under reasonable assumptions] 

qq ! ��0

Figure 2: Representative diagrams for q0q ! ��0 production.

denoted as ��0 in what follows, should be considered together, like we do in the present

article.

We consider the production of ��0 out of a quark q0 with helicity � and an anti-quark q

with helicity �0, with the aim of classifying possible growing-with-energy contributions induced

by BSM higher-dimensional operators. Working at the leading order in the EFT expansion

(keeping only dimension-six operators), such e↵ects are of order E2/⇤2 by dimensional analy-

sis. Furthermore, among those contributions we would like to identify the ones that interfere

with the SM amplitude as previously explained. The tree-level Feynman diagrams responsible

for the process, schematically depicted in fig. XX, can have s-channel, t-(or u-)channel, or

contact interaction topology. The s-channel gauge bosons exchange is the only relevant topol-

ogy in the SM because H vertices with the light quarks are proportional to the tiny Yukawa

couplings. In the SM, the process thus exclusively occurs in the J = 1 angular momentum

configuration. Furthermore, because of the structure of the fermion-gauge-boson vertex, it

is necessarily initiated by quarks and anti-quarks with opposite helicity, i.e. � 6= �0. All the

quark flavor combinations are possible in the SM, aside from u+d� and d+u� that vanish in

the SM due to the absence of W couplings to right-handed quarks. BSM e↵ects that interfere

with the SM must thus also occur in opposite-helicity quark anti-quark scattering, with the

exception of u+d� and d+u�.

Leading-order BSM contribution to the amplitude can be either due to the insertion of

one anomalous vertex in the s- or t-channel diagrams, or to contact interactions. Among the

former diagrams, s-channel gauge bosons exchange is once again the only relevant topology

because the others require one insertion of the SM Yukawa couplings. These contribute to

the J = 1 angular momentum configuration like the SM terms. Contact interaction terms

can in principle contribute to all partial waves, however it is not hard to see that only J = 1

is possible for d = 6 operators. This follows from the fact that J � 2 would require more

derivative than those allowed by dimensionality and that J = 0 ��0 production from opposite-

helicity quark and anti-quark would require operators with one right-handed fermion singlet,

one left-handed fermion doublet and two Higgs doublets that are forbidden by the SM group.

In conclusion, relevant BSM e↵ects can be parametrized as corrections to the J = 1 partial

wave amplitudes, namely

�A �

q0±q⌥ ! ��0� = f��0

q0±q⌥
(s) sin ✓ = 4A��0
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s

⇤2
sin ✓ +O(s2/⇤4) , (3)

where sin ✓ is the scattering angle in the center of mass and
p
s is the center of mass energy.

The azimuthal angle, upon which the amplitude depends as e±i�, has been set to zero for
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Table 1: Dimension-six operators in the Warsaw basis [3] relevant for the high-energy longi-

tudinal diboson production qq̄ ! WLVL, VLh that interfere with the SM.

In conclusion, relevant BSM e↵ects can be parametrized as corrections to the J = 1 partial

wave amplitudes, namely
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q0±q⌥ ! ��0� = f��0

q0±q⌥
(s) sin ✓ = 4A��0

q0±q⌥

s

⇤2
sin ✓ +O(s2/⇤4) , (4)

where sin ✓ is the scattering angle in the center of mass and
p
s is the center of mass energy.

The azimuthal angle, upon which the amplitude depends as e±i�, has been set to zero for

shortness. The dependence on ✓ (and on �) is fixed by angular momentum conservation, as

a simple application of the Jacob-Wick formula [12] to the case J = 1, �in,1 � �in,2 = ±1 and

�fin,1 � �fin,2 = 0.

Eq. (4) shows that at the leading order in the SM EFT expansion each diboson process

is sensitive at high energy to a single constant new-physics parameter A��0

q0±q⌥
, which can be

taken real since its imaginary part does not interfere with the SM. The SM symmetry group,

which is restored in the high-energy limit, as previously explained, implies several relations

among these parameters, namely

AW+W�
u+u� = AZh

u+u� = au , AW+W�

d+d�
= AZh

d+d�
= ad ,

AW+W�
u�u+

= AZh
d�d+

= a(1)q + a(3)q , AW+W�

d�d+
= AZh

u�u+
= a(1)q � a(3)q

AhW+

u+d�
= AZW+

u+d�
= AhW�

d+u�
= �AZW�

d+u�
=

p
2a(3)q (5)

where au, ad, a(1)q and a(3)q are the coe�cients of the decomposition of the amplitude in

GSM-invariant tensors, which we work out in Appendix A. In au, ad, a
(1)
q the incoming (and

outgoing) states form an SU(2)L singlet, while in a(3)q they form a triplet. The four quantities

au, ad, a
(1)
q and a(3)q define our high-energy primaries (HEP). These parametrize all possible

BSM e↵ects that can interfere with the SM at O(E2/⇤2) in diboson production at high-energy.

Our above analysis show that there must be four dimension-six operators associated to our

four HEP. These are given in Table 1 in the particular Warsaw basis [3]. They correspond to

contact interaction between quarks and scalars (Goldstones or Higgs). Other dimension-six

operators a↵ecting the SM gauge propagators or triple gauge coupling (diagram fig. XX) that

make the WLVL, VLh production grow at O(E2/⇤2), as for example those in Table 3, can be

eliminated using field redefinitions, leaving only those of Table 1. The relation between our
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GSM restoration implies relations among H and VL high-energy production

Equivalence Theorem makes such relations evident:  [see also AW, 2014]

5 Conclusions

A Amplitude decomposition

The particles involved in high-energy diboson production are the quarks and anti-quarks

doublets and singlets and the Higgs doublet, which groups together the Higgs particles and the

Goldstone boson states |w±i and |zi associated with longitudinally polarised vector bosons.

In terms of physical particles, the Higgs doublet particle multiplet |�ii and the anti-particle

one |�ii reads

|�ii =
2

4

|w+i
1p
2
(|hi � |zi)

3

5

i

2 21/2 , |�ii =
2

4

�|w�i
1p
2
(|hi+ |zi)

3

5

i

2 2�1/2 , (28)

while for the quark anti-quark multiplets we have

|q�ii =
 |u�i
|d�i

�

i

2 21/6 , |u+i 2 12/3 , |d+i 2 1�1/3 ,

|q+ii =
 |u+i
|d+i

�

i

2 2�1/6 , |u�i 2 1�2/3 , |d�i 2 11/3 .

(29)

Eq. 28 requires some clarification. It is obtained from the standard expression for the Higgs

doublet field � = (�i'+, (h + i'0)/
p
2) by quantising the Goldstone fields using a cre-

ation/annihilation operators decomposition that contains unconventional i factors. Equiv-

alently, it can be obtained from the standard decomposition by reabsorbing a �i factor in the

Goldstone particles states. This automatically keeps track of the �i factor that appears in

the Equivalence Theorem relation [10, 11] among longitudinal vectors and Goldstone boson

external states.

Scattering amplitudes involving these particles as external states transform as tensors

under the GSM group, and the GSM invariance of theory ensures that they must be invariant

tensors. The tensor structure is particularly simple for u+u� and d+d� initial states since

only two indices are those from the Higgs doublets, namely the amplitudes have the form

(Au)
j
i = h�i �

j|T |u+u�i , (Ad)
j
i = h�i �

j|T |d+d�i , (30)

where T denotes the T -matrix. There is of course only one invariant tensor with one 2 and

one 2 index, namely �ij, therefore

(Au)
j
i = au�

j
i , (Ad)

j
i = ad�

j
i . (31)

The case of q�q+ initial state is a bit more complicated because the amplitude has 4 indices

(Aq)
jl
ik = h�i �

j|T |(q�)k(q+)li . (32)
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Figure 1: Feynman rules for longitudinally polarized incoming W ’s. The standard rule
is depicted on the upper part, while the lower one shows how it gets modified in the
Equivalent Gauge.

standard definition of the state (31) to the one of the Equivalent Gauge in eq. (32).

Obviously this change will not a↵ect the final result provided we compute physical

quantities, i.e. the matrix elements of gauge-invariant operators. To derive the rule,

let us write down the matrix elements of the fields among the vacuum and the single

particle states. Focusing on the bosonic sector we have

h0|W
µ

(x)|w
h

(p)i = ✏

h

µ

(p) e

�ipx

,

h0|W
µ

(x)|s(p)i = � ✏

s

µ

(p) e

�ipx

,

h0|⇡(x)|g(p)i = e

�ipx

,

(33)

where the negative sign in the scalar state matrix element is due to its negative norm.

Now, imagine computing the matrix element of some time-ordered product of fields

with one |W
L

i as incoming external particle. With the standard definition of eq. (31),

the incoming |W
L

i can be annihilated only by the action of the W

µ

field operator,

and therefore its Feynman rule is depicted as in the upper part of Figure 1, with one

external gauge field line entering into the diagram. When W

µ

annihilates the state, it

leaves behind, in the momentum space, a wave-function factor

✏

0
µ

(p) =
1

m

⇢

|p|, �Ep

|p|p
�

. (34)

Instead, consider the Equivalent Gauge definition of |W
L

i in eq. (32). In this case

the incoming state can be annihilated by two di↵erent fields. Either by W

µ

, which can

annihilate |w0i or |si, or by the Goldstone boson field ⇡, which annihilates the Goldstone
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denoted as ��0 in what follows, should be considered together, like we do in the present

article.

We consider the production of ��0 out of a quark q0 with helicity � and an anti-quark q

with helicity �0, with the aim of classifying possible growing-with-energy contributions induced

by BSM higher-dimensional operators. Working at the leading order in the EFT expansion

(keeping only dimension-six operators), such e↵ects are of order E2/⇤2 by dimensional analy-

sis. Furthermore, among those contributions we would like to identify the ones that interfere

with the SM amplitude as previously explained. The tree-level Feynman diagrams responsible

for the process, schematically depicted in fig. XX, can have s-channel, t-(or u-)channel, or

contact interaction topology. The s-channel gauge bosons exchange is the only relevant topol-

ogy in the SM because H vertices with the light quarks are proportional to the tiny Yukawa

couplings. In the SM, the process thus exclusively occurs in the J = 1 angular momentum

configuration. Furthermore, because of the structure of the fermion-gauge-boson vertex, it

is necessarily initiated by quarks and anti-quarks with opposite helicity, i.e. � 6= �0. All the

quark flavor combinations are possible in the SM, aside from u+d� and d+u� that vanish in

the SM due to the absence of W couplings to right-handed quarks. BSM e↵ects that interfere

with the SM must thus also occur in opposite-helicity quark anti-quark scattering, with the

exception of u+d� and d+u�.

Leading-order BSM contribution to the amplitude can be either due to the insertion of

one anomalous vertex in the s- or t-channel diagrams, or to contact interactions. Among the

former diagrams, s-channel gauge bosons exchange is once again the only relevant topology

because the others require one insertion of the SM Yukawa couplings. These contribute to

the J = 1 angular momentum configuration like the SM terms. Contact interaction terms

can in principle contribute to all partial waves, however it is not hard to see that only J = 1

is possible for d = 6 operators. This follows from the fact that J � 2 would require more

derivative than those allowed by dimensionality and that J = 0 ��0 production from opposite-

helicity quark and anti-quark would require operators with one right-handed fermion singlet,

one left-handed fermion doublet and two Higgs doublets that are forbidden by the SM group.

In conclusion, relevant BSM e↵ects can be parametrized as corrections to the J = 1 partial

wave amplitudes, namely

�A �

q0±q⌥ ! ��0� = f��0

q0±q⌥
(s) sin ✓ = 4A��0

q0±q⌥

s

⇤2
sin ✓ +O(s2/⇤4) , (3)

where sin ✓ is the scattering angle in the center of mass and
p
s is the center of mass energy.

The azimuthal angle, upon which the amplitude depends as e±i�, has been set to zero for
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Table 1: Dimension-six operators in the Warsaw basis [3] relevant for the high-energy longi-

tudinal diboson production qq̄ ! WLVL, VLh that interfere with the SM.

In conclusion, relevant BSM e↵ects can be parametrized as corrections to the J = 1 partial

wave amplitudes, namely

�A �

q0±q⌥ ! ��0� = f��0

q0±q⌥
(s) sin ✓ = 4A��0

q0±q⌥

s

⇤2
sin ✓ +O(s2/⇤4) , (4)

where sin ✓ is the scattering angle in the center of mass and
p
s is the center of mass energy.

The azimuthal angle, upon which the amplitude depends as e±i�, has been set to zero for

shortness. The dependence on ✓ (and on �) is fixed by angular momentum conservation, as

a simple application of the Jacob-Wick formula [12] to the case J = 1, �in,1 � �in,2 = ±1 and

�fin,1 � �fin,2 = 0.

Eq. (4) shows that at the leading order in the SM EFT expansion each diboson process

is sensitive at high energy to a single constant new-physics parameter A��0

q0±q⌥
, which can be

taken real since its imaginary part does not interfere with the SM. The SM symmetry group,

which is restored in the high-energy limit, as previously explained, implies several relations

among these parameters, namely

AW+W�
u+u� = AZh

u+u� = au , AW+W�

d+d�
= AZh

d+d�
= ad ,

AW+W�
u�u+

= AZh
d�d+

= a(1)q + a(3)q , AW+W�

d�d+
= AZh
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= a(1)q � a(3)q

AhW+
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=

p
2a(3)q (5)

where au, ad, a(1)q and a(3)q are the coe�cients of the decomposition of the amplitude in

GSM-invariant tensors, which we work out in Appendix A. In au, ad, a
(1)
q the incoming (and

outgoing) states form an SU(2)L singlet, while in a(3)q they form a triplet. The four quantities

au, ad, a
(1)
q and a(3)q define our high-energy primaries (HEP). These parametrize all possible

BSM e↵ects that can interfere with the SM at O(E2/⇤2) in diboson production at high-energy.

Our above analysis show that there must be four dimension-six operators associated to our

four HEP. These are given in Table 1 in the particular Warsaw basis [3]. They correspond to

contact interaction between quarks and scalars (Goldstones or Higgs). Other dimension-six

operators a↵ecting the SM gauge propagators or triple gauge coupling (diagram fig. XX) that

make the WLVL, VLh production grow at O(E2/⇤2), as for example those in Table 3, can be

eliminated using field redefinitions, leaving only those of Table 1. The relation between our
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Amplitude High-energy primaries Deviations from SM couplings

ūLdL ! WLZL,WLh
p
2a(3)q

p
2 g2⇤2

4m2
W

⇥

c✓W (�gZ
uL � �gZ

dL)/g � c2✓W �gZ
1

⇤

ūLuL ! WLWL a(1)q + a(3)q � g2⇤2

2m2
W

⇥

YLt2✓W �� + T uL
Z �gZ

1 + c✓W �gZ
dL/g

⇤

d̄LdL ! ZLh

d̄LdL ! WLWL a(1)q � a(3)q � g2⇤2

2m2
W

h

YLt2✓W �� + T dL
Z �gZ

1 + c✓W �gZ
uL/g

i

ūLuL ! ZLh

f̄RfR ! WLWL, ZLh af � g2⇤2

2m2
W

h

YfRt
2
✓W

�� + T fR
Z �gZ

1 + c✓W �gZ
fR/g

i

Table 2: High-energy primaries and the corresponding deviations from SM couplings con-

tributing to the diboson amplitudes, where T f
Z = T f

3 �Qfs2✓W and YL,fR is the hypercharge of

the left-handed and right-handed quark (e.g., YL = 1/6).

HEP and the Wilson coe�cients of the operators of Table 1 is one to one. In particular we

have

au = cuR , ad = cdR , c(1)L = a(1)q , c(3)L = a(3)q . (6)

It can be more convenient, in order to compare with low-energy experiments, to relate the HEP

to deviations in SM couplings. These relations are possible when restricting to dimension-six

operators. Following the parametrization of Ref. [4], we find that the relevant couplings for

our analysis are

�LBSM = �gZ
uL



ZµūL�µuL +
c✓Wp
2
(W+µūL�µdL + h.c.)

�

+ �gZ
uR ZµūR�µuR

+ �gZ
dL



Zµd̄L�µdL � c✓Wp
2
(W+µūL�µdL + h.c.)

�

+ �gZ
dR Zµd̄R�µdR

+ igc✓W �gZ
1

h

(Zµ(W+⌫W�
µ⌫ � h.c.) + Zµ⌫W+

µ W�
⌫

i

+ ie �� (Aµ⌫ � t✓WZµ⌫)W
+µW�⌫ , (7)

where the first 3 lines parametrizes deviations from already existing SM couplings, while

the last line corresponds to a new SM interaction. Notice that modifications of the left-

handed quark couplings to the W are related to modifications to the Z couplings, due to

an accidental custodial symmetry present in the dimension-six operators [4]. In Table 2 we

present the relation of the parameters of Eq. (7) with the HEP. This allows to understand to

which deviations in SM couplings we are sensitivity to in the di↵erent high-energy diboson

processes.

In a certain class of BSM scenarios, called ”Universal”, fermions do not couple to the new

dynamics and appear only forming SM SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y currents Jµ
Y and Jaµ

L . In this type

of BSM the five operators in Table 1 reduce to two, those arising from Jµ
Y JY µ and Jaµ

L Ja
Lµ.

This implies the following relation between HEP:

au = �2ad = 4a(1)q . (8)
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the last line corresponds to a new SM interaction. Notice that modifications of the left-

handed quark couplings to the W are related to modifications to the Z couplings, due to

an accidental custodial symmetry present in the dimension-six operators [4]. In Table 2 we

present the relation of the parameters of Eq. (7) with the HEP. This allows to understand to

which deviations in SM couplings we are sensitivity to in the di↵erent high-energy diboson

processes.

In a certain class of BSM scenarios, called ”Universal”, fermions do not couple to the new

dynamics and appear only forming SM SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y currents Jµ
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5 Conclusions

A Amplitude decomposition

The particles involved in high-energy diboson production are the quarks and anti-quarks

doublets and singlets and the Higgs doublet, which groups together the Higgs particles and the

Goldstone boson states |w±i and |zi associated with longitudinally polarised vector bosons.

In terms of physical particles, the Higgs doublet particle multiplet |�ii and the anti-particle

one |�ii reads

|�ii =
2

4

|w+i
1p
2
(|hi � |zi)

3

5

i

2 21/2 , |�ii =
2

4

�|w�i
1p
2
(|hi+ |zi)

3

5

i

2 2�1/2 , (28)

while for the quark anti-quark multiplets we have

|q�ii =
 |u�i
|d�i

�

i

2 21/6 , |u+i 2 12/3 , |d+i 2 1�1/3 ,

|q+ii =
 |u+i
|d+i

�

i

2 2�1/6 , |u�i 2 1�2/3 , |d�i 2 11/3 .

(29)

Eq. 28 requires some clarification. It is obtained from the standard expression for the Higgs

doublet field � = (�i'+, (h + i'0)/
p
2) by quantising the Goldstone fields using a cre-

ation/annihilation operators decomposition that contains unconventional i factors. Equiv-

alently, it can be obtained from the standard decomposition by reabsorbing a �i factor in the

Goldstone particles states. This automatically keeps track of the �i factor that appears in

the Equivalence Theorem relation [10, 11] among longitudinal vectors and Goldstone boson

external states.

Scattering amplitudes involving these particles as external states transform as tensors

under the GSM group, and the GSM invariance of theory ensures that they must be invariant

tensors. The tensor structure is particularly simple for u+u� and d+d� initial states since

only two indices are those from the Higgs doublets, namely the amplitudes have the form

(Au)
j
i = h�i �

j|T |u+u�i , (Ad)
j
i = h�i �

j|T |d+d�i , (30)

where T denotes the T -matrix. There is of course only one invariant tensor with one 2 and

one 2 index, namely �ij, therefore

(Au)
j
i = au�

j
i , (Ad)

j
i = ad�

j
i . (31)

The case of q�q+ initial state is a bit more complicated because the amplitude has 4 indices

(Aq)
jl
ik = h�i �

j|T |(q�)k(q+)li . (32)
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Figure 1: Feynman rules for longitudinally polarized incoming W ’s. The standard rule
is depicted on the upper part, while the lower one shows how it gets modified in the
Equivalent Gauge.

standard definition of the state (31) to the one of the Equivalent Gauge in eq. (32).

Obviously this change will not a↵ect the final result provided we compute physical

quantities, i.e. the matrix elements of gauge-invariant operators. To derive the rule,

let us write down the matrix elements of the fields among the vacuum and the single

particle states. Focusing on the bosonic sector we have

h0|W
µ

(x)|w
h

(p)i = ✏

h

µ

(p) e

�ipx

,

h0|W
µ

(x)|s(p)i = � ✏

s

µ

(p) e

�ipx

,

h0|⇡(x)|g(p)i = e

�ipx

,

(33)

where the negative sign in the scalar state matrix element is due to its negative norm.

Now, imagine computing the matrix element of some time-ordered product of fields

with one |W
L

i as incoming external particle. With the standard definition of eq. (31),

the incoming |W
L

i can be annihilated only by the action of the W

µ

field operator,

and therefore its Feynman rule is depicted as in the upper part of Figure 1, with one

external gauge field line entering into the diagram. When W

µ

annihilates the state, it

leaves behind, in the momentum space, a wave-function factor

✏

0
µ

(p) =
1

m

⇢

|p|, �Ep

|p|p
�

. (34)

Instead, consider the Equivalent Gauge definition of |W
L

i in eq. (32). In this case

the incoming state can be annihilated by two di↵erent fields. Either by W

µ

, which can

annihilate |w0i or |si, or by the Goldstone boson field ⇡, which annihilates the Goldstone
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qq ! ��0

Figure 2: Representative diagrams for q0q ! ��0 production.

denoted as ��0 in what follows, should be considered together, like we do in the present

article.

We consider the production of ��0 out of a quark q0 with helicity � and an anti-quark q

with helicity �0, with the aim of classifying possible growing-with-energy contributions induced

by BSM higher-dimensional operators. Working at the leading order in the EFT expansion

(keeping only dimension-six operators), such e↵ects are of order E2/⇤2 by dimensional analy-

sis. Furthermore, among those contributions we would like to identify the ones that interfere

with the SM amplitude as previously explained. The tree-level Feynman diagrams responsible

for the process, schematically depicted in fig. XX, can have s-channel, t-(or u-)channel, or

contact interaction topology. The s-channel gauge bosons exchange is the only relevant topol-

ogy in the SM because H vertices with the light quarks are proportional to the tiny Yukawa

couplings. In the SM, the process thus exclusively occurs in the J = 1 angular momentum

configuration. Furthermore, because of the structure of the fermion-gauge-boson vertex, it

is necessarily initiated by quarks and anti-quarks with opposite helicity, i.e. � 6= �0. All the

quark flavor combinations are possible in the SM, aside from u+d� and d+u� that vanish in

the SM due to the absence of W couplings to right-handed quarks. BSM e↵ects that interfere

with the SM must thus also occur in opposite-helicity quark anti-quark scattering, with the

exception of u+d� and d+u�.

Leading-order BSM contribution to the amplitude can be either due to the insertion of

one anomalous vertex in the s- or t-channel diagrams, or to contact interactions. Among the

former diagrams, s-channel gauge bosons exchange is once again the only relevant topology

because the others require one insertion of the SM Yukawa couplings. These contribute to

the J = 1 angular momentum configuration like the SM terms. Contact interaction terms

can in principle contribute to all partial waves, however it is not hard to see that only J = 1

is possible for d = 6 operators. This follows from the fact that J � 2 would require more

derivative than those allowed by dimensionality and that J = 0 ��0 production from opposite-

helicity quark and anti-quark would require operators with one right-handed fermion singlet,

one left-handed fermion doublet and two Higgs doublets that are forbidden by the SM group.

In conclusion, relevant BSM e↵ects can be parametrized as corrections to the J = 1 partial

wave amplitudes, namely

�A �

q0±q⌥ ! ��0� = f��0

q0±q⌥
(s) sin ✓ = 4A��0

q0±q⌥

s

⇤2
sin ✓ +O(s2/⇤4) , (3)

where sin ✓ is the scattering angle in the center of mass and
p
s is the center of mass energy.

The azimuthal angle, upon which the amplitude depends as e±i�, has been set to zero for

5

O(3)
L = (Q̄L�a�µQL)(iH†�a

$
DµH)

OL = (Q̄L�µQL)(iH†
$
DµH)

Ou
R = (ūR�µuR)(iH†

$
DµH)

Od
R = (d̄R�µdR)(iH†

$
DµH)

Table 1: Dimension-six operators in the Warsaw basis [3] relevant for the high-energy longi-

tudinal diboson production qq̄ ! WLVL, VLh that interfere with the SM.

In conclusion, relevant BSM e↵ects can be parametrized as corrections to the J = 1 partial

wave amplitudes, namely

�A �

q0±q⌥ ! ��0� = f��0

q0±q⌥
(s) sin ✓ = 4A��0

q0±q⌥

s

⇤2
sin ✓ +O(s2/⇤4) , (4)

where sin ✓ is the scattering angle in the center of mass and
p
s is the center of mass energy.

The azimuthal angle, upon which the amplitude depends as e±i�, has been set to zero for

shortness. The dependence on ✓ (and on �) is fixed by angular momentum conservation, as

a simple application of the Jacob-Wick formula [12] to the case J = 1, �in,1 � �in,2 = ±1 and

�fin,1 � �fin,2 = 0.

Eq. (4) shows that at the leading order in the SM EFT expansion each diboson process

is sensitive at high energy to a single constant new-physics parameter A��0

q0±q⌥
, which can be

taken real since its imaginary part does not interfere with the SM. The SM symmetry group,

which is restored in the high-energy limit, as previously explained, implies several relations

among these parameters, namely

AW+W�
u+u� = AZh

u+u� = au , AW+W�

d+d�
= AZh

d+d�
= ad ,

AW+W�
u�u+

= AZh
d�d+

= a(1)q + a(3)q , AW+W�

d�d+
= AZh

u�u+
= a(1)q � a(3)q

AhW+

u+d�
= AZW+

u+d�
= AhW�

d+u�
= �AZW�

d+u�
=

p
2a(3)q (5)

where au, ad, a(1)q and a(3)q are the coe�cients of the decomposition of the amplitude in

GSM-invariant tensors, which we work out in Appendix A. In au, ad, a
(1)
q the incoming (and

outgoing) states form an SU(2)L singlet, while in a(3)q they form a triplet. The four quantities

au, ad, a
(1)
q and a(3)q define our high-energy primaries (HEP). These parametrize all possible

BSM e↵ects that can interfere with the SM at O(E2/⇤2) in diboson production at high-energy.

Our above analysis show that there must be four dimension-six operators associated to our

four HEP. These are given in Table 1 in the particular Warsaw basis [3]. They correspond to

contact interaction between quarks and scalars (Goldstones or Higgs). Other dimension-six

operators a↵ecting the SM gauge propagators or triple gauge coupling (diagram fig. XX) that

make the WLVL, VLh production grow at O(E2/⇤2), as for example those in Table 3, can be

eliminated using field redefinitions, leaving only those of Table 1. The relation between our

6

Amplitude High-energy primaries Deviations from SM couplings

ūLdL ! WLZL,WLh
p
2a(3)q

p
2 g2⇤2

4m2
W

⇥

c✓W (�gZ
uL � �gZ

dL)/g � c2✓W �gZ
1

⇤

ūLuL ! WLWL a(1)q + a(3)q � g2⇤2

2m2
W

⇥

YLt2✓W �� + T uL
Z �gZ

1 + c✓W �gZ
dL/g

⇤

d̄LdL ! ZLh

d̄LdL ! WLWL a(1)q � a(3)q � g2⇤2

2m2
W

h

YLt2✓W �� + T dL
Z �gZ

1 + c✓W �gZ
uL/g

i

ūLuL ! ZLh

f̄RfR ! WLWL, ZLh af � g2⇤2

2m2
W

h

YfRt
2
✓W

�� + T fR
Z �gZ

1 + c✓W �gZ
fR/g

i

Table 2: High-energy primaries and the corresponding deviations from SM couplings con-

tributing to the diboson amplitudes, where T f
Z = T f

3 �Qfs2✓W and YL,fR is the hypercharge of

the left-handed and right-handed quark (e.g., YL = 1/6).

HEP and the Wilson coe�cients of the operators of Table 1 is one to one. In particular we

have

au = cuR , ad = cdR , c(1)L = a(1)q , c(3)L = a(3)q . (6)

It can be more convenient, in order to compare with low-energy experiments, to relate the HEP

to deviations in SM couplings. These relations are possible when restricting to dimension-six

operators. Following the parametrization of Ref. [4], we find that the relevant couplings for

our analysis are

�LBSM = �gZ
uL



ZµūL�µuL +
c✓Wp
2
(W+µūL�µdL + h.c.)

�

+ �gZ
uR ZµūR�µuR

+ �gZ
dL



Zµd̄L�µdL � c✓Wp
2
(W+µūL�µdL + h.c.)

�

+ �gZ
dR Zµd̄R�µdR

+ igc✓W �gZ
1

h

(Zµ(W+⌫W�
µ⌫ � h.c.) + Zµ⌫W+

µ W�
⌫

i

+ ie �� (Aµ⌫ � t✓WZµ⌫)W
+µW�⌫ , (7)

where the first 3 lines parametrizes deviations from already existing SM couplings, while

the last line corresponds to a new SM interaction. Notice that modifications of the left-

handed quark couplings to the W are related to modifications to the Z couplings, due to

an accidental custodial symmetry present in the dimension-six operators [4]. In Table 2 we

present the relation of the parameters of Eq. (7) with the HEP. This allows to understand to

which deviations in SM couplings we are sensitivity to in the di↵erent high-energy diboson

processes.

In a certain class of BSM scenarios, called ”Universal”, fermions do not couple to the new

dynamics and appear only forming SM SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y currents Jµ
Y and Jaµ

L . In this type

of BSM the five operators in Table 1 reduce to two, those arising from Jµ
Y JY µ and Jaµ

L Ja
Lµ.

This implies the following relation between HEP:

au = �2ad = 4a(1)q . (8)
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the last line corresponds to a new SM interaction. Notice that modifications of the left-

handed quark couplings to the W are related to modifications to the Z couplings, due to

an accidental custodial symmetry present in the dimension-six operators [4]. In Table 2 we

present the relation of the parameters of Eq. (6) with the HEP. This allows to understand to

which deviations in SM couplings we are sensitivity to in the di↵erent high-energy diboson

processes.

In a certain class of BSM scenarios, called ”Universal”, fermions do not couple to the new

dynamics and appear only forming SM SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y currents Jµ
Y and Jaµ
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of BSM the five operators in Table 1 reduce to two, those arising from Jµ
Y JY µ and Jaµ

L Ja
Lµ.

This implies the following relation between HEP:

au = �2ad = 4a(1)q . (7)

When considering these Universal Theories, it can be more convenient to work with the SILH

basis [6], in which the dimension-six operators are written as a function only of SM bosons.

In this basis, the relevant operators for our analysis are given in Table 3, and the particular

combinations of Wilson coe�cients contributing to the two independent HEP are given by

a(3)q =
g2

4
(cW + cHW � c2W ) , a(1)q =

g02

12
(cB + cHB � c2B) . (8)
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Longitudinal DiBosons
[Franceschini, Panico, Pomarol, Riva, AW, to appear]

Naive estimate of the reach (on one benchmark operator)

Leading order, high PT, no systematics, no detector

Top/bb Higgs fakes 
Maybe promising [for a(1)]
Swamped by VT production
Less VT background

channel [200, 400] [400, 600] [600, 1000] [1000, 2000]

signal 3700 + 2700 cHW 570 + 1140 cHW 125 + 560 cHW

WH signal substr. [?] 2230 + 1290 cHW 368 + 670 cHW 108 + 450 cHW

bkg. substr. [?] 11400 1720 700

ZH signal 600 + 340 cHW 84 + 155 cHW 17 + 71 cHW

WW
signal 5080 + 2980 cHW 380 + 690 cHW 74 + 310 cHW 5.8 + 64 cHW

bkg. 89500 5500 990 69

WZ
signal 2970 + 2020 cHW 226 + 485 cHW 46 + 217 cHW 3.7 + 49 cHW

bkg. 10800 600 100 6.0

Table 4: Signal and background events for the 14 TeV LHC with integrated luminosity 3/ab for

the various diboson channels. These rates take into account the branching fractions H ! bb̄,

W ! `⌫, Z ! `¯̀ but no acceptance and e�ciency for the detection of the leptons and the

jets. The cHW coe�cient is expressed in [1 TeV]�2 units.

channel bounds no bkg. bounds with bkg.

WlHh [�0.024, 0.024] [�0.089, 0.078]

ZlHh [�0.074, 0.070] –

WlWl [�0.029, 0.028] [�0.11, 0.093]

WlZl [�0.032, 0.031] [�0.057, 0.052]

Table 5: Estimate of the bounds coming from the various diboson channels on the cHW

coe�cient is expressed in [1 TeV]�2 units.
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Figure 3: Di↵erential cross section for the pp ! W+Z production process as a function of the

scattering angle cos ✓WZ. LEFT: LO results at an invariant mass mWZ = 1 TeV. RIGHT:

Results obtained by a tree-level computation matched with an extra jet with an invariant mass

cut mWZ � 1 TeV. In both panels, the solid lines correspond to the final state with two

longitudinally polarized gauge bosons, while the dashed lines correspond to the sum on all the

other polarization channels. In the right panel, the black lines correspond to the full cross

section, whereas the green and red lines are obtained by imposing a cut on the transverse

momentum of the WZ system (|pT,WZ | < 100 GeV and |pT,WZ | < 70 GeV respectively).

longitudinally-polarized events in the high-pTV
bins.

A more quantitative understanding of the e↵ect can be obtained by analyzing the di↵er-

ential cross section as a function of the scattering angle. In left panel of fig. 3 we show the

pp ! W+Z LO di↵erential cross section for the fully-longitudinally polarized channel (solid

line) and for all other polarizations (dashed line) at fixed scattering energy (mwz = 1 TeV).

The plot clearly shows the suppression of the transverse channels for cos ✓wz ⇠ 0. For exactly

central scattering the longitudinal channel cross section is nearly one order of magnitude

larger than all the other channels. This means that a centrality cut can be quite e↵ective in

enhancing the longitudinal signal events with respect to the background. We will discuss this

aspect more quantitatively later on, when devising a suitable cuts for our analysis.

The picture described so far is significantly modified when NLO e↵ects are taken into

account. It turns out that NLO corrections are sizable (they enhance the total cross section

by a factor ⇠ 2) and do not have an amplitude zero for central scattering. The main NLO

contribution to the cross section comes from events with an additional jet, whereas virtual

contributions have only a marginal impact. The sizable contribution to the cross section is

due to the fact that an additional channels opens at NLO, namely the qg initial state, which

was absent at LO. The large gluon PDF compensate for the phase space suppression due to

the additional jet, so that the contribution of this channel nearly matches the full LO one.

A peculiar feature of the events with one extra jet, is the fact that they almost exclusively

contribute to the transverse channels, while their contribution to the fully longitudinally-

polarized final state is quite small. The net e↵ect of the NLO corrections is to remove the

transverse channel suppression for central scattering, so that the longitudinal final state is
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Figure 4: Normalized accuracy on the measurement of the longitudinal polarization chan-

nels in WZ production as a function of the cut on the scattering angle | cos⇥|(Max) (left

panel) and of the transverse momentum of the WZ system |pT,WZ |(Max) (right panel). The

accuracy has been rescaled by a factor (100 GeV/pT,V )2 to take into account the quadratic

growth of the BSM contribution to the longitudinal channel. The solid, dashed, dot-dashed

and dotted lines correspond to cuts on the transverse momentum of the W and Z given by

pT,V � 100, 200, 400, 600 GeV respectively.

For definiteness we imposed a cut |pT,WZ |  100 GeV, however a similar behavior is found

regardless of this choice. One can see that the best accuracy is obtained for a cut | cos⇥| .
0.4 � 0.5. Tighter cuts significantly reduce the sensitivity due to the quick loss of statistics.

Weakening the cut, on the contrary, has a milder impact. In particular, removing the | cos⇥|
cut altogether leads to a reduction in the accuracy of order 20%. The dependence of the

accuracy on the | cos⇥| cut is nearly independent of the transverse momentum cut. For this

reason a simple cut choice is to use a universal value for all the bins. In the following we will

use the cut | cos⇥|  0.5.

We can now discuss the impact of the transverse momentum of the WZ system pT,WZ on

which we require

|pT,WZ | < p(max)
T,WZ ,

with the aim to restrict the analysis to events in which the ZW system kinematics is close to

that of the LO. The smallness of such pT,WZ must be evaluated against the hardness of the

2-to-2 scattering, therefore we choose to apply a selection on the ratio

pT,WZ/p
(min)
T,V . (15)

In the right panel of fig. 4, we plot the normalized accuracy as a function of this ratio. One

can see that the sensitivity is maximized for cuts in the range p(max)
T,WZ/p

(min)
T,V ⇠ 0.2� 0.5. It is

interesting to notice that the dependence of the accuracy on the cut is stronger at low pTV
. In

the high-pTV
bins, instead, milder cuts on |pT,WZ | do not significantly reduce the sensitivity.

A reasonable choice for this cut is |p(max)
T,WZ |/p(min)

T,V = 0.5, which is the value we will use in the

following for our analysis.
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LHC vs LEP (Univ. Th.)
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Table 3: Operators relevant for the high-energy diboson production qq̄ ! WLVL, VLh in uni-

versal theories (in the SILH basis [6]).

This implies the following relation between HEP:

au = �2ad = 4a(1)q . (8)

When considering these Universal Theories, it can be more convenient to work with the SILH

basis [6], in which the dimension-six operators are written as a function only of SM bosons.

In this basis, the relevant operators for our analysis are given in Table 3, and the particular

combinations of Wilson coe�cients contributing to the two independent HEP are given by

a(3)q =
g2

4
(cW + cHW � c2W ) , a(1)q =

g02

12
(cB + cHB � c2B) . (9)

These relations can also be written using a more familiar parametrization of Universal The-

ories, based on the Ŝ, T̂ , W and Y parameters (we follow the notation of Ref. [7]) and triple

gauge couplings (TGC), �gZ1 and ��, as defined in Eq. (7). 5 We have

a(3)q = � g2⇤2

4m2
W

�

c2✓W �gZ1 +W
�

, a(1)q =
g2⇤2

12m2
W

t2✓W

⇣

bS � �� + c2✓W �gZ1 � Y
⌘

. (10)

These relations can be useful in order to compare bounds on HEP from LHC with those from

other experiments such as LEP.

2.1 Estimate of diboson channels sensitivity

In this section we estimate the sensitivity to Æe↵ects, from diboson channels WH, ZH, WW

and WZ. For technical reasons, our analysis is made in terms of the operator OHW discussed

above; as shown in table ?? this is equivalent to most of the Æparameters at high-energy, but

it might di↵er at small energy. Since our study is dominated by the high-energy region we

believe the impact of this will be small.

5Notice that out of the 6 coe�cients of the operators of Table 3, only 5 linear combinations can be tested in
non-Higgs physics, as the linear combination OW �OB�OHW +OHB can be rewritten as |H|2(W 2

µ⌫�B2
µ⌫)/4

that, on the Higgs VEV, only give an unphysical renormalization of the gauge couplings [8]. This direction is
in particular highly constrained by h ! ��, �Z.
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Figure 5: LEFT: Comparison with LEP1 within models with only cW , cB. RIGHT: comparison

with TGC (point out that these comparisons are qualitatively di↵erent!, the former is within a

specific model, the latter is within the full dim-6 world)

while for the quark anti-quark multiplets we have

|q�ii =
 |u�i
|d�i

�

i

2 21/6 , |u+i 2 12/3 , |d+i 2 1�1/3 ,

|q+ii =
 |u+i
|d+i

�

i

2 2�1/6 , |u�i 2 1�2/3 , |d�i 2 11/3 .

(29)

Eq. 28 requires some clarification. It is obtained from the standard expression for the Higgs

doublet field � = (�i'+, (h + i'0)/
p
2) by quantising the Goldstone fields using a cre-

ation/annihilation operators decomposition that contains unconventional i factors. Equiv-

alently, it can be obtained from the standard decomposition by reabsorbing a �i factor in the

Goldstone particles states. This automatically keeps track of the �i factor that appears in

the Equivalence Theorem relation [10, 11] among longitudinal vectors and Goldstone boson

external states.

Scattering amplitudes involving these particles as external states transform as tensors

under the GSM group, and the GSM invariance of theory ensures that they must be invariant

tensors. The tensor structure is particularly simple for u+u� and d+d� initial states since

only two indices are those from the Higgs doublets, namely the amplitudes have the form

(Au)
j
i = h�i �

j|T |u+u�i , (Ad)
j
i = h�i �

j|T |d+d�i , (30)

where T denotes the T -matrix. There is of course only one invariant tensor with one 2 and

one 2 index, namely �ij, therefore

(Au)
j
i = au�

j
i , (Ad)

j
i = ad�

j
i . (31)
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Results:   [MG@NLO, assumed 10%/5% syst., found <5% NLO scale unc.]
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Figure 1: Bounds from LEP, LHC and our analysis on the Wilson coe�cient and new physics

scale.

Here we are interested instead in models, and processes, for which (d�BSM�d�SM)/d�SM .

1 at the relevant energies, and require genuine precision measurements. This is certainly the

case for weakly coupled theories where cWilson . 1, but applies also generally when the new

physics modifies a SM propagator []. In this sense, precision measurements allow us to test

consistently a broader class of theories, making them an important qualitative target for the

LHC and future colliders.

So, the question we want to ask is what processes allow for LHC precision measurements

of dimension-6, E-growing, e↵ects? Refs. [1] showed that Drell-Yann q̄q(0) ! l̄l(l⌫) belongs

to this class, where a combination of high energy and accuracy allows for a sensitivity that

surpasses LEP (similar results apply for dijet processes involving quarks, q̄q ! q̄q []). Helicity

selection rules imply no interference between tree-level SM 2 ! 2 amplitudes and BSM e↵ects

involving any number of transverse vectors in the massless limit []. No interference implies

that small e↵ects will be even smaller in inclusive analysis, making it hard for these processes

to become precision probes.1 This leaves only q̄q ! WLVL, VLh, as possible candidates (in the

e↵ective W approximation the list of interfering processes extends to VLVL ! VLVL/hh []).

In this article we focus on the latter modifications to diboson processes

q̄q ! {ZLh,W
+
L W�

L , ZLh,W
±
L Z} . (1)

This choice is also motivated by BSM considerations...

The E-growth of diboson processes gives access to modifications of the SM Zff , Wff

or ZWW couplings, as well as modifications of the propagators, or direct Higgs-fermion

interactions, that can be characteristic of many BSM models. For fixed initial and final

states, we will see however that these probes are unique, in the sense that the high-energy

behavior is characterized by a unique parameter. We propose therefore to think of these in

analogy to the S and T parameters of LEP, as the future legacy of the LHC.

1NLO e↵ects, higher-multiplicity processes [], or exclusive analysis [] might improve the sensitivity.

3

W
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$
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physics modifies a SM propagator []. In this sense, precision measurements allow us to test

consistently a broader class of theories, making them an important qualitative target for the

LHC and future colliders.

So, the question we want to ask is what processes allow for LHC precision measurements

of dimension-6, E-growing, e↵ects? Refs. [1] showed that Drell-Yann q̄q(0) ! l̄l(l⌫) belongs

to this class, where a combination of high energy and accuracy allows for a sensitivity that

surpasses LEP (similar results apply for dijet processes involving quarks, q̄q ! q̄q []). Helicity

selection rules imply no interference between tree-level SM 2 ! 2 amplitudes and BSM e↵ects

involving any number of transverse vectors in the massless limit []. No interference implies

that small e↵ects will be even smaller in inclusive analysis, making it hard for these processes

to become precision probes.1 This leaves only q̄q ! WLVL, VLh, as possible candidates (in the

e↵ective W approximation the list of interfering processes extends to VLVL ! VLVL/hh []).

In this article we focus on the latter modifications to diboson processes

q̄q ! {ZLh,W
+
L W�

L , ZLh,W
±
L Z} . (1)

This choice is also motivated by BSM considerations...

The E-growth of diboson processes gives access to modifications of the SM Zff , Wff

or ZWW couplings, as well as modifications of the propagators, or direct Higgs-fermion

interactions, that can be characteristic of many BSM models. For fixed initial and final

states, we will see however that these probes are unique, in the sense that the high-energy

behavior is characterized by a unique parameter. We propose therefore to think of these in

analogy to the S and T parameters of LEP, as the future legacy of the LHC.

1NLO e↵ects, higher-multiplicity processes [], or exclusive analysis [] might improve the sensitivity.
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Solve non-interference problem.

1. Introduction.— We solve the non-interference prob-
lem. This is very important for TGC. the e↵ect we are
interested in are the interference between the SM con-
tribution to the diboson amplitude, ASM, and BSM ones
ABSM

2. Interference Resurrection.— We consider the pro-
duction of two massive vector bosons V

1,2 = {W,Z},
followed by fermionic decays V

1(2) ! f

1(2)
+ f

1(2)
� . The

final state fermions are labeled by their helicities, with
“f” denoting irrespectively particles or anti-particles of
any flavour. We are mostly interested in 2 ! 2 quark-
initiated production, however most of what follows holds
for generic diboson production, possibly in association
with QCD jets.

The physical external states of the process are massless
particles, therefore the amplitude is Lorentz-invariant up
to overall phases that will drop from the amplitude mod-
ulus square. We can thus study the process in any ref-
erence frame. We choose a “special” coordinate system,
defined as follows. Starting from the lab frame, and a
generic configuration for the external state momenta, we
first boost back to the center of mass frame of the dibo-
son (or 4-fermions) system. The boost is as customary
performed along the direction of motion (call it r̂) of the
diboson system. In the new system we have back-to-back
boson momenta and the reference unit vector r̂, which
we use to define the special frame as shown in Fig. 1.
Namely, we take the z axis of the special frame along
the direction of motion of the first boson V

1 while the
x axis is in the plane formed by r̂ and the diboson axis.
The x orientation is taken such that r̂ goes in the posi-
tive x direction or, equivalently, such that the y axis (for
left-handed orientation of the x-y-z system) is parallel to
the cross-product between the V

1 direction and r̂. For a
2 ! 2 production process, r̂ coincides with the collision
axis, oriented in the direction of the parton that carried
the larger energy in the lab frame. In the special frame
the collision thus occurs in a rather special configura-
tion, where the initial states move in the x-z plane while
the intermediate bosons happen to be produced exactly
parallel to the z-axis.

The reader might be confused by fact that the special
reference system depends on the kinematical configura-
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FIG. 1. Definition of the decay angles for the diboson system.

tion of the event, i.e. by the fact di↵erent systems are
employed for the calculation of the amplitude at di↵erent
phase-space points. The amplitude obtained in this way
does not indeed coincide with the one evaluated directly
in the lab frame. To obtain the latter out of the former
one has to act with the phase-space dependent Lorentz
transformation that connects the special frame with the
lab, introducing in this way an additional and compli-
cated dependence on the kinematical variables. However
Lorentz transformations act as multiplicative phase fac-
tors on massless states helicity amplitudes, therefore this
additional dependence on the kinematics is unobservable.
Stated di↵erently, the point is that the amplitude for each
kinematical configuration corresponds to one individual
quantum-mechanically distinguishable process. As such,
each one can be safely computed in its own frame.
In the special frame the amplitude reads

A / g1g2

X

h1,2

Ah1h2e
ih1'1

e

ih2'2
dh1(✓1)dh2(✓2) , (1)

where g1(2) are the couplings responsible for the V

1(2)

decays and Ah1h2 denotes the amplitude for the pro-
duction of on-shell vector bosons with helicities h1 and
h2, evaluated of course in the special frame. Normalisa-
tions and '1,2-dependent overall phases, that will drop
from the amplitude modulus square, have been absorbed
in the proportionality factor. The above equation re-
lies on the narrow-width approximation for the decaying
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Assumptions behind primaries dominance:

Figure 2: Representative diagrams for q0q ! ��0 production.

denoted as ��0 in what follows, should be considered together, like we do in the present

article.

We consider the production of ��0 out of a quark q0 with helicity � and an anti-quark q

with helicity �0, with the aim of classifying possible growing-with-energy contributions induced

by BSM higher-dimensional operators. Working at the leading order in the EFT expansion

(keeping only dimension-six operators), such e↵ects are of order E2/⇤2 by dimensional analy-

sis. Furthermore, among those contributions we would like to identify the ones that interfere

with the SM amplitude as previously explained. The tree-level Feynman diagrams responsible

for the process, schematically depicted in fig. XX, can have s-channel, t-(or u-)channel, or

contact interaction topology. The s-channel gauge bosons exchange is the only relevant topol-

ogy in the SM because H vertices with the light quarks are proportional to the tiny Yukawa

couplings. In the SM, the process thus exclusively occurs in the J = 1 angular momentum

configuration. Furthermore, because of the structure of the fermion-gauge-boson vertex, it

is necessarily initiated by quarks and anti-quarks with opposite helicity, i.e. � 6= �0. All the

quark flavor combinations are possible in the SM, aside from u+d� and d+u� that vanish in

the SM due to the absence of W couplings to right-handed quarks. BSM e↵ects that interfere

with the SM must thus also occur in opposite-helicity quark anti-quark scattering, with the

exception of u+d� and d+u�.

Leading-order BSM contribution to the amplitude can be either due to the insertion of

one anomalous vertex in the s- or t-channel diagrams, or to contact interactions. Among the

former diagrams, s-channel gauge bosons exchange is once again the only relevant topology

because the others require one insertion of the SM Yukawa couplings. These contribute to

the J = 1 angular momentum configuration like the SM terms. Contact interaction terms

can in principle contribute to all partial waves, however it is not hard to see that only J = 1

is possible for d = 6 operators. This follows from the fact that J � 2 would require more

derivative than those allowed by dimensionality and that J = 0 ��0 production from opposite-

helicity quark and anti-quark would require operators with one right-handed fermion singlet,

one left-handed fermion doublet and two Higgs doublets that are forbidden by the SM group.

In conclusion, relevant BSM e↵ects can be parametrized as corrections to the J = 1 partial

wave amplitudes, namely

�A �

q0±q⌥ ! ��0� = f��0

q0±q⌥
(s) sin ✓ = 4A��0

q0±q⌥

s

⇤2
sin ✓ +O(s2/⇤4) , (3)

where sin ✓ is the scattering angle in the center of mass and
p
s is the center of mass energy.

The azimuthal angle, upon which the amplitude depends as e±i�, has been set to zero for

5

1) Anomalous Hqq negligibly small:

2) d=6 contact interactions only: [implies purely J=1 partial wave amplitude]

All the rest is derived from GSM symmetry
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channel [200, 400] [400, 600] [600, 1000] [1000, 2000]

signal 3700 + 2700 cHW 570 + 1140 cHW 125 + 560 cHW

WH signal substr. [?] 2230 + 1290 cHW 368 + 670 cHW 108 + 450 cHW

bkg. substr. [?] 11400 1720 700

ZH signal 600 + 340 cHW 84 + 155 cHW 17 + 71 cHW

WW
signal 5080 + 2980 cHW 380 + 690 cHW 74 + 310 cHW 5.8 + 64 cHW

bkg. 89500 5500 990 69

WZ
signal 2970 + 2020 cHW 226 + 485 cHW 46 + 217 cHW 3.7 + 49 cHW

bkg. 10800 600 100 6.0

Table 4: Signal and background events for the 14 TeV LHC with integrated luminosity 3/ab for

the various diboson channels. These rates take into account the branching fractions H ! bb̄,

W ! `⌫, Z ! `¯̀ but no acceptance and e�ciency for the detection of the leptons and the

jets. The cHW coe�cient is expressed in [1 TeV]�2 units.

channel bounds no bkg. bounds with bkg.

WlHh [�0.024, 0.024] [�0.089, 0.078]

ZlHh [�0.074, 0.070] –

WlWl [�0.029, 0.028] [�0.11, 0.093]

WlZl [�0.032, 0.031] [�0.057, 0.052]

Table 5: Estimate of the bounds coming from the various diboson channels on the cHW

coe�cient is expressed in [1 TeV]�2 units.

10

Naive estimate of expected rates [3/ab]


